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Abstract

The NEST Modeling Language (NestML, [PRB+16]) is a domain-specific modeling language developed with the aim to provide an easy to use framework for the specification of executable NEST simulator models [GD07]. Since its introduction in the year 2012, many concepts and requirements were integrated into the existing toolchain, while the programming language Java as the underlying platform remained almost untouched, making maintenance and extension of the framework by neuroscientists a disproportionately complex and costly process. This circumstance contradicts the basic principle of NestML, namely to provide a modular and easy to extend modeling language for the neuroscientific domain.

More than 90% of the overall costs arising during the development and usage of software systems originate in the maintenance phase [MHDH13], a circumstance which makes foresighted planning and design of software systems a crucial part of a software’s lifecycle. While the effects of errors and bad design in programming in the small can be mostly mitigated by using appropriate concepts, e.g., data abstraction and modularization, wrongheaded decisions concerning the overall architecture or platform make the software’s operation costly in the long term and affect the development over its whole life cycle [Wes02]. Here, reengineering and especially the changing of the environment or platform of the existing systems is the approach of choice given the fact, that systems often use no longer supported components, contain errors in the overall foundation or simply do not correspond to the existing requirements.

This report deals with the reengineering of the NestML tools collection and its migration to Python [van95] as a new target platform. Given Python’s popularity in the neuroscientific domain, a migration benefits the usability as well as integration into existing systems, facilitates extensions by neuroscientists and makes usage of bridge technologies unnecessary. In order to accelerate the development and ensure modularity as well as maintainability of the reengineered software, the MontiCore Language Workbench [KRV10] will be used and extended by Python as a new target platform for code generation.

The material in this technical report is based largely on the Master Thesis by Konstantin Perun, which was submitted to the Chair of Software Engineering at RWTH Aachen University on April 9, 2018.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

The brain is by far the most complex part of the human body [Nol02]. With approxi-matively $10^9$ - $10^{12}$ neurons [HH09] it defines humans’ behavior and consciousness as well as the perception of the environment. Although its capability to repair damages and anomalies to a certain degree by itself [KSJ+00], external involvement is still often required to prevent natural processes such as Alzheimer or repair damaged tissue. Given the complexity and especially the size of the overall structure, a fundamental and in-detail understanding of processes and structures is essential to conduct a correct treatment. While first approaches to gain the required insights were focused on the extraction of samples, making experiments on living test subjects necessary, new approaches as emerged in the last decades since the introduction of computer systems made this kind of experiments partially obsolete. With computational science as the third pillar of science (besides theoretical and experimental science, [RBF+05]), the behavior and structure of organs and complex systems can be simulated without the need for extraction of tissue or other involvements of living test subjects. Especially the discipline of computational neuroscience was able to gain many insights by simulating the brain of living organisms [DA01].

The overall complexity of the brain, as well as the sheer number of neurons with their interconnections via synapses make efficient simulations and usage of resources necessary to gain insights into such a complex system. Over the years many simulators and simulation environments were developed, from stand-alone solutions with an easy to use interface such as Neuron [Car07], through to programming language libraries with a more clear focus on performance and extensibility. The Neural Simulation Tool (NEST, [GMP13]) represents such a library implemented in C++ and is currently under development as a part of the EU’s Human Brain Project [AEM+16]. However, given its underlying platform, a fundamental understanding of programming languages is required to create new simulations and models or extend the existing behavior with new details. Concrete neuron models have therefore to be provided as implementations in C++. Here, Domain-Specific Modeling Languages (DSLs, [VDKV00]) have been established as a possible approach to abstract from programming language-specific concepts and focus solely on domain-relevant details. By hiding complex routines on the model in an easy to use framework, DSLs enable the user to use syntax and concepts common to the corresponding domain in order to define arbitrary specifications. The task of deriving equivalent models in the target programming language or environment is delegated to a set of tools, an approach which prevents error-prone and costly transformations by hand.

The Nest Modeling Language (NestML, [PRB+16]) was developed with the aim to support the creation of models for the NEST simulator and therefore to facilitate the interaction of neuroscientists with the simulation environment. Given its clear intent, NestML


establishes a syntax similar to the programming language Python [van95] as often applied in the computational neuroscience [MBD+15], making the reading and writing of models easier while requiring a shorter training period to fully understand all details. In its current state of development, NestML provides all concepts as required for the modeling of Spiking Point Neurons [And03]. Modeling of such components is especially interesting given their analogous behavior to real neurons and the inclusion of time as a leading factor. Figure 1.1 demonstrates a model of the Izhikevich Integrate-and-Fire neuron [Izh03] declared in NestML syntax.

Manual creation of software tends to be error-prone and requires an in-depth review process to ensure correctness and efficiency [Wes02]. Moreover, whenever a modification to the DSL and therefore the underlying language is implemented, all components which depend on those specifications have to be rewritten. In order to avoid these problems the concept of Generative Software Engineering (GSE, [Run17, CEC00]) can be employed. This principle represents a more refined approach to an engineering process and requires an abstraction of the existing system to a model describing the very same. Such a system model [Run17] represents a given system in part or in total as a blueprint which can be easily adjusted to new requirements. A set of corresponding tools can then be used to generate a platform-specific code and documentation, making the model the central point of maintenance. Domain-specific modeling languages such as NestML utilize a grammar
of the represented language as a blueprint for the generation of code. Adjustments to the represented language are therefore directly integrated into the formal specification of the modeling language, while a set of tools is used to automatically derive the corresponding code base. However, while individual tools generate code which is applicable by itself, often the problem of incompatible interfaces of used components arises. Generated components of a DSL have to be adjusted by hand in order to be integrated into an existing system - a proceeding which contradicts the basic idea of generative software engineering. To solve this problem the concept of a Language Workbench [SSV+20] is employed. Instead of generating components such as lexers and parsers by individual tools, a language workbench represents a framework which combines all required tools and processes in a single entity. Moreover, the interfaces of all generated components are automatically adjusted to support integration and interaction, avoiding a modification by hand and enabling an out-of-the-box usage. A language workbench can therefore be used to ease the development of a language even further, by integrating all required tools in a single system. In order to apply all these principles, the state-of-the-art framework MontiCore [KRV10] was used for the engineering of the initial NestML framework.

Despite the high level of applicability of NestML and the quality of the overall software system, there exists a major drawback in the available implementation: Currently, MontiCore supports only the programming language Java [AGH00] as a target for the generation of all required DSL components, making Java the underlying platform of NestML and its supporting toolchain. However, Java is not prevalent in the computational neuroscience [MBD+15], a circumstance which results in many disadvantages during its usage. On the one hand, it prevents neuroscientists from interacting with the existing implementation of NestML in a white-box manner, making individual modifications and extensions a task for stakeholders outside of the domain. On the other hand, it also complicates the integration of the framework into existing ecosystems. Additional bridge technologies such as Jython [JBW+10] have to be used to enable interactions with existing tools, a solution which is only applicable or desired in a limited set of cases. All this leads to a situation where NestML has to depend on additional tools to enable an easy installation and usage. In order to deliver all required dependencies, subsystems, and platforms in a single image the virtualization tool Docker [doc17] was employed. In addition to enabling the execution on an arbitrary system, it also results in disproportionately many tools and technologies required just in order to provide a compact and easy installation. However, the usage of virtualization tools solves only the problem of required dependencies and platforms. The underlying problem of complex or impossible integration with PyNN [DBE+08], PyNEST [EHM+09], SymPy [JČMG12] and other tools written in common neuroscientific languages is still prevalent.

Here, the reengineering of an existing system and a migration to a new platform has been established as a possible solution to overcome the above-mentioned problems. While resulting in additional initial effort in order to migrate the existing code base to a new platform, a reengineering of the system represents an investment which pays off in the long run. Without the need for bridge technologies and additional tools, the software becomes easier to maintain, while adjustments and extensions can be directly integrated without depending on platform external components. Moreover, by selecting a platform according to the target audience of the software, here it is possible to involve domain experts into
the future development process.

In the case of NestML, the programming language Python [van95] was selected as a new platform for the existing software systems. Although the computational neuroscience domain and especially its software frameworks are built upon several platforms, amongst others the computing environment MATLAB [MAT17] and the general purpose programming language C++, a brief survey revealed that Python is able to provide a good trade-off between simplicity and expressiveness as required to migrate the existing toolchain. While MATLAB does not provide several of the required components, including tools for a processing of textual models, C++ represents a rich and powerful programming language which requires a certain level of expertise for maintenance and extension of the code base. Here, Python includes all required components and tools while persevering an easy to read syntax and structuring of the software, concepts which benefit an easy to maintain framework. Moreover, several of the components as integrated into NestML are only available in Python, including the symbolic mathematics library SymPy, making Python the language of choice for NestML.

A first, naive approach is the migration of the existing code base by means of completely handwritten code. However, MontiCore enables the generation of all required components, from the model-processing frontend consisting amongst other of a lexer and parser [Lou], through to subsystems which ensure partial semantical correctness of provided models by means of symbols tables and context conditions [HMSNR15]. Therefore, to avoid error-prone manual writing of code and ensure an accelerated reengineering process of NestML by means of existing technologies, MontiCore has to be extended and provided with all required modifications to support Python as a new platform for a component generation.

While a sole platform migration of NestML represents a valid approach by modifying the internal structures without altering the external behavior, here it can also be beneficial to re-evaluate the architecture and recollect all requirements to the existing system. Many components, as integrated into the initial implementation, may no longer be required. Other components can be replaced by more efficient or easy to maintain solutions. In conclusion, the process of a technology migration can be interleaved with a refactoring of the existing concepts. In the case of NestML, a reengineering process also requires the reevaluation of existing supporting tools and their applicability in the given situation.

1.1 Research Question

The overall research question of this work is:

How can MontiCore be adapted to support a new target platform for component generation exemplified on the use case of NestML?

The generative approach can only be used up to a certain point, at which problem-specific concepts can no longer be completely specified by a model. The goal is, therefore, to determine at which point a manual implementation has to be used instead of adjusting and parameterizing existing tools. Here, especially the question of the trade-off between parametrization effort and overall reduction of manual work by generating the corresponding elements is important. This work will therefore demonstrate which Python-specific DSL components can be generated by MontiCore, and which parts of the software have
to be written by hand. This trade-off becomes even more significant if we consider a possible future life cycle of the software and the intention behind its development. Software which is developed in a joint effort with domain experts or a community is expected to be changed often and adjusted to new requirements. Here, an automated generation of components can be beneficial, making all modifications focused on the design level.

The main contributions of this report are:

- How can a reengineering process of a DSL be conducted, exemplified on the concrete use case of the neuroscientific modeling language NestML.
- How the MontiCore Language Workbench can be extended to support a new target platform for component generation.
- Which components of an existing software should be re-generated by the adapted tools and which elements should be rewritten by hand.

1.2 Structure of the Report

The remainder of this report is structured as follows:

Chapter 1 introduces the overall context of the work, the difficulties and the intended solution.

Chapter 2 provides a concise introduction to the concept of Domain-Specific Modeling Languages (DSL) and a set of components reusable during their construction.

Chapter 3 shows how the model-processing frontend of NestML has been refactored and migrated to Python as a new platform.

Chapter 4 focuses on the NEST code generator and demonstrates how this component was reengineered.

Chapter 5 illustrates, based on a hypothetical use case, how the reengineered framework can be adjusted to new requirements.

Chapter 6 shows how the MontiCore Language Workbench can be extended to support a new target platform for code generation, thus accelerating the integration of new requirements into NestML.

Chapter 7 provides an introduction to the usage of the reimplemented framework.

Chapter 8 concludes the report with a summary and an outlook to future work. The core aspects of the report are once more discussed.
Chapter 2
Fundamentals

The concepts of refactoring and reengineering require an in-depth understanding of a software’s functionality. Here, the key principle is to preserve the outer behavior, while the inner structure of the system is modified to adhere to higher quality standards or other goals. In the case of a domain-specific modeling language, the overall architecture of the processing tools was silently standardized to a component-based and non-monolithic shape. This architecture, as well as the general approach to how a complex DSL-processing framework can be decomposed into a set of individual components and subsystems, will therefore be presented in section 2.1. Subsequently, section 2.2 will introduce a set of basic reengineering concepts and evaluate which supporting components can be used in the use case of NestML.

2.1 Domain-Specific Modeling Languages

A Domain-Specific Modeling Language (DSL, [Fow10]) is a specification language which provides appropriate concepts and notations for the modeling of problems in a specialized domain [VDKV00]. In contrast to General-Purpose Languages (GPL, e.g., UML [Rum11, CE97]), which can be used in a wide range of application fields, but do not provide specific notations and concepts as required for the modeling of very specific problems, DSLs are designed and designated for a specialized task where an in-detail specification of the problem and all its domain-specific concepts is required out of the box. Physical units are a common example of a concept which has to be supported by a modeling language in the field of neuroscience. Although possible, an extension of a general-purpose modeling language by such a specific concept would contradict the overall idea of a GPL, namely to provide an abstract and domain-unspecific concept for the modeling of problems.

Specifications of problems in a given DSL are often not directly executable but rather of a declarative nature. Consequently, such declarations represent the initial input to a set of tools which process the given model and generate a refined, executable representation. This DSL-processing workflow consists of several steps as illustrated in Figure 2.1. Here, one of the key advantages is the use of general-purpose programming languages as a common interface for the generation of code. Generating directives which can be directly executed by the CPU is a process which requires a highly specialized knowledge of soft- and hardware concepts. In order to avoid such a processing of a model, a GPL is instead selected as a target for code generation. On the one hand, the source code as generated from textual models can then be further processed by existing tools as available for the respective programming languages, e.g., editors, verifiers or solvers. On the other
Figure 2.1: An overview of the processing workflow: A model stated in the source modeling language is not executable and has to be processed by a generator or interpreter to compilable code (1). This code represents an equivalent specification in a programming language, e.g., C++ [Sch98]. Subsequently, a compiler generates from the given code a corresponding set of atomic assembler instructions (2) [Dun11]. Those instructions are finally processed to an equivalent set of binary coded CPU instructions, representing an executable form of the initial model.

hand, the concern of low-level optimizations, e.g., memory access or handling of loops, is delegated to the platform-specific compilers. Here, the clear single responsibility of the DSL-processing framework is established: For a given textual model declared in the DSL-specific syntax, generate an equivalent and imperative model in a general-purpose programming language. Optimize only domain-specific concepts, e.g., simplify physical units, and leave the remaining parts to the available general-purpose infrastructures.

After a model has been processed by the toolchain, the output can be used together with other existing tools and frameworks for further analysis and optimization, or just compiled to executable code on the corresponding platform. The key concept here is a clear separation of problem-specific frameworks and general-purpose tools. This enables the development of DSLs for arbitrary use cases, where only certain parts of the overall process of making models executable have to be created or modified, while the remaining workflow is used in a black-box manner. The focus, therefore, lies on a DSL-specific collection of tools as required to generate, for a given model in the DSL, an equivalent model in a programming language. However, the processing of a given model requires a sequence of complex steps, from the parsing of a model to an internal computer-processable data structure, though to the generation of code for specific target platforms, e.g., simulators. Here, the decomposition of the monolithic structure of the DSL-processing software into subsystems and assisting components is a common approach for the engineering of a DSL, where the individual complexity of each element becomes accessible as depicted in Figure 2.2.

Before the actual processing of a given model can be executed, the input to the workflow has to be specified. Using the syntax of the modeling language, the problem’s specification is denoted with all required details as necessary for an unambiguous definition. Such a declaration demonstrates the key advantages of using a DSL: The specialized syntax is focused on the modeling of specific problems and leaves out information which is known to the computer or can be derived from the context. Moreover, in contrast to keywords and markers as often used in programming languages and general-purpose modeling languages,
Figure 2.2: The architecture of a DSL [RH17]: The model-processing toolchain consists of three major subsystems and several assisting components. A given model is handed over to the model-processing frontend which parses it and creates an internal representation, the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST). This representation is then further analyzed and refined by the transformation and function library, a collection of components which ensure the overall correctness of the given model and employ subroutines for further modifications and transformations, generating an output AST. The processed AST is finally handed over to the backend subsystem which generates code in a format as specified in a set of templates. The overall process is orchestrated by a workflow execution unit whose behavior and individual steps can be customized by a control script. The result of the overall process is a set of generated code, reports and other artifacts.
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Figure 2.3: A model in the Calculator Modeling Language (CML): Each set of calculations is introduced in the calculator block and consists of a declarative part and a computational part. Details, which are not required for an unambiguous declaration, e.g., the type of a variable, are left out. Keywords of the language are selected according to their respective domain, making the purpose of their usage clear.

here, all keywords originate from the domain itself, making the concepts they denote easy to comprehend. Users from the respective domains are therefore directly able to interact with the modeling language without having to have experience with programming languages. Figure 2.3 illustrates a simple yet complete model in the Calculator Modeling Language (CML). Although a graphical representation of a model can also be made possible, cf. UML [Rum11], in almost all cases the underlying structure of a stored model is represented in a textual form.

A given model represents the input to the overall processing workflow. In order to create a computer-processable data structure of a textual model, the workflow execution unit delegates the handed over model to the model-processing frontend. This subsystem consists of several major components:

- A Grammar [Lou] which specifies how syntactically correct models are constructed.
- A Lexer [Lou] which reads a given model as a stream of characters and generates a stream of token objects, i.e., units which represent individual words in a model.
- A Parser [Lou] which consumes a generated token stream and creates an initial internal representation, a Parse Tree [Lou], according to the grammar.
- A collection of Visitors [Gam95] which analyze a given parse tree and retrieve information as required for further processing. This information can be optionally stored in a refined representation, the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST, [Par09]).

Each component is designed and constructed individually, decomposing the model-processing frontend’s outer behavior into several, easily distinguishable steps. A grammar is hereby used as the starting point for the construction of a DSL. Denoting the syntax of a modeling language, this component has to be designed and implemented with possible future modifications and adjustments in mind. It is therefore advisable to employ the same standards as known from programming languages, namely modularity and simplicity. A grammar can be composed of arbitrarily many sub-grammars distributed across several artifacts.
Here, modularity can be achieved by composing the core grammar from general-purpose sub-grammars, e.g., a grammar defining mathematical expressions and a control structure grammar. This leads to a situation where new languages can be created by means of the Building Block approach [M+03], where only details have to be adjusted.

Each grammar is introduced by a set of Token Definitions, i.e., words which the declared language expects to interact with in a concrete model. A token declaration defines the sequence of characters, which, if it is detected in a given model, is interpreted as a concrete instance of the corresponding token. Tokens can be defined explicitly, i.e., the sequence of characters which has to match is given in the grammar, or implicitly where a regular expression denotes the properties a word has to have to be recognized as a token of a certain type.

Tokens represent the fundamental units of a grammar and are used in the second type of declarations, namely the Grammar Rules. Each rule states how tokens and sub-rules can be combined to create syntactically valid sentences and therefore models in the language. A sequence of tokens is hereby recognized as being constructed according to a given rule if the order, as well as the type of the read-in tokens, correspond to the declaration. Figure 2.4 illustrates the definition of tokens and grammar rules in Antlr syntax [PLW+00] as used for the declaration of the Calculator Modeling Language.

The grammar of a modeling language represents a formal specification constructed according to a grammar definition language, making it an ideal candidate for the input of supporting tools. Those tools can then be used to generate components whose structure and behavior can be completely derived from a given grammar, namely the Lexer and Parser. Given the strict and unambiguous definition of tokens and grammar rules, a set of supporting tools, e.g., Antlr [PLW+00], is able to generate a lexer which reads in a model and decomposes it into a stream of tokens. The task of the lexer is, therefore, to iterate over a given model and hand over a new token of a specified type and value whenever the corresponding definition has been detected. A parser consumes this stream of tokens, identifies a suitable production and constructs an initial internal representation of this rule. Here, most often a tree-like structure, the parse tree, is utilized to preserve the structure of the initial model. Figure 2.5 demonstrates how a given model is decomposed.
into token instances by the lexer, analyzed by the parser according to the grammar rules and finally reconstructed as a parse tree. Each token stores, among other details, the actual text as read-in from the model as well as its source position, two properties which are helpful whenever troubleshooting of models is intended.

A parse tree represents an elementary approach for the storage of models in a directly computer-processable structure. However, often additional information or operations need to be stored together with the nodes in the tree, making the immutable structure of the parse tree inapplicable for further processing. In this case an intermediate form of the model is derived, the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST). While a given node in the parse tree is represented by a token object as generated during the parsing of a model, a node in the AST is a data structure individually designed by hand. Each type of an AST node is represented by a class which stores arbitrary information and provides additional methods for required interactions, e.g., data retrieval. All details required to create a node in the AST are derived by means of visitors, which implement a traversal routine as well as the corresponding information collecting operations on the parse tree. Although the creation of an AST can be implemented as a part of the parsing process, cf. MontiCore [KRV10], a clear separation of the model-parsing and AST-creating routines can be beneficial in terms of maintainability and modularity, making the traversal and information derivation process on the parse tree a modular and exchangeable component. Figure 2.6 outlines how a visitor is used to create an AST from a given parse tree. The abstract syntax tree serves as the final representation of the textual model before being further processed by the next subsystem of the DSL-processing tools collection.

Here, an encapsulation of the model-processing frontend as a single unit benefits the overall maintainability and re-usability of the toolchain. The task of this subsystem is solely to create a modifiable internal representation of the model. The concrete checks and modifications can then be implemented in other components. Moreover, all modifications concerning the grammar of the language are located in a single component, making them transparent to other subsystems. Here, information hiding is achieved by utilizing the
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Figure 2.6: The construction of an AST: A parse tree represents an immutable data structure with a limited set of stored information. In order to store more model-related details, an abstract syntax tree is initialized by utilizing a visitor which traverse a parse tree and retrieves all required details.

AST creating routine as the interface to the frontend.

Up to now the lexer and parser have ensured syntactical correctness of a processed model, since otherwise either an invalid token or no corresponding grammar rule would have been found. However, for the sake of an overall correctness of a given model, also the semantical soundness has to be ensured. The concept of soundness is hereby represented by a broad set of rules which have to be fulfilled by a given model. Starting with properties which always have to hold, e.g., that all used variables are defined, through to more complex and domain-specific properties, e.g., that no assignments are made to read-only ports, it is possible to specify a list of situations where no correctness of generated results can be guaranteed. This idea originates from the concept of Design by Contract [Mey02], where models which fulfill a set of pre-conditions are guaranteed to be processed to correct counter pieces which fulfill a set of post-conditions, e.g., a correct syntactical structure on the target platform. In order to ensure those properties, a so-called Symbol Table [HMSNR15, Fow10] and a set of Context Conditions [Rum17] are implemented. The concepts as implemented in these components provide a possible solution to the context-insensitive nature of Context Free Grammars [BW84], a class of grammars and grammar specification languages where rules are not able to take their context, i.e., neighboring elements, into account.

The symbol table serves as a central unit, storing all context-related information of a model. All details which are implicitly contained in the AST are made explicit by analyzing the tree and creating for each declared element a symbol [Fow10], and for each block of statements a scope [Fow10] with arbitrarily many symbols and sub-scopes. By storing this information in a tree or map-like structure, it can be easily derived which elements have been defined in which scopes, which properties the declared elements have, and in conclusion which conflicts exist in the initial model. Figure 2.7 illustrates how a symbol table is constructed from a textual model.

Although some context-related properties of a given model, e.g., the question whether elements have been redeclared, can be checked during the construction of the symbol table, other require an overall complete symbol table to ensure a correct context. Representing an individual component, a set of context conditions is used to detect broken contexts or warn the user of potential mistakes. Here, domain- and task-related rules can be implemented to restrict the set of semantically correct models. Context conditions are implemented by defining two properties: The type of elements in a model whose correctness should be checked, and an individual definition of correctness in the corresponding context. For
Figur 2.7: Construction of a symbol table. The declaration block defines a global scope for variables. All variables defined in this scope are therefore available in all sub-scopes. The computation scope defines a local scope as used to compute new values. A local scope with its defined variables is embedded in the global one.

instance, a context condition could traverse a given abstract syntax tree, and whenever an expression has been detected, check according to the previously created symbol table if all referenced variables have been defined.

Having an in terms of syntax and the specified context conditions correct model, the second component as contained in the transformation and function library can be executed to restructure the model to a different form. Arbitrary and use case-specific processes and transformations can be implemented in order to modify the internal representation according to the given requirements. For instance, in the context of CML a transformation substitutes redundant computations of the same value by a reference to a single intermediate variable containing this value, making the computation required to solve the problem even faster. This process is enabled by the mutable structure of the AST which can be easily adjusted or extended, demonstrating the advantage of using an AST over the immutable parse tree. All parts of the AST can be replaced or removed, while new elements can be easily attached. However, due to its complexity, most often an automated generation of the transformation is not possible. In conclusion, all transformations on the model have to be implemented completely by hand, making a manual review process as well as involvement of domain experts mandatory.

A correct and, in some cases, optimized and extended AST represents the final instance before being generated to a target format. The approach to generate an output can be classified according to certain specifications [Sch17], namely whether its generation has been conducted by using a meta model or not. In this context, the meta model is one or more artifacts specifying the syntax of the target platform. In the case of DSLs, most often a programming language is selected as the target. However, modeling of the target by means of a meta model unnecessarily complicates the process, considering that only a limited set of concepts of the target platform is utilized, making many parts of the meta model unnecessary. Thus, in the case of NestML, a simple model to text [Sch17] approach is used, where the target is generated without using a meta model as an assisting component. The most common approach to generate a target-specific and persistent representation of the modified AST is the usage of a Generator Engine\(^1\) [GBR04]. Utilizing a template, this

\(^1\)also referred to as Template Engine [Rum17]
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Figure 2.8: The code-generating Backend: In order to make modifications to the internal representation persistent and store the results in a required format, a Generator Engine, e.g., Jinja2 [Ron08], is employed. This component iterates over a template written in the respective declaration language and replaces placeholders by details as contained in the AST. Embedded directives to the generator engine are executed and their result used, while the remaining part is simply copied. The result is a model-specific file adapted to the required target platform.

component inspects a handed over AST and replaces placeholders and directives with the corresponding elements from the AST, making this approach ideal for use cases where the output can be schematically described. Figure 2.8 illustrates an excerpt from the template as used to generate models of the calculator modeling language to compilable C++ code. As with the model-processing frontend, it can be beneficial to encapsulate a target platform-specific backend in a single subsystem. The interface to this subsystem is represented by the collection of methods used to generate the model in a specific format. By following this concept, it is easily possible to extend a given DSL-processing framework with new target platforms, where only the backend with its target-specific components has to be implemented.

The compilable code represents the overall result as generated by the backend. This code can now be used with conventional tools, compilers and editors to create the corresponding executable binaries. Figure 2.9 demonstrates the generated results. In conclusion, the task of a DSL toolchain is not simply to transform a model to a target-specific format, but also to enrich it by additional details, among others types and concrete operators.

Given the modular structure of the DSL-processing toolchain, it is easily possible to insert or delete steps in the processing of a given model. The workflow introduced above represents one possible implementation and may, therefore, differ in certain scenarios. In some cases, where correctness of models can be assumed, it is not required to utilize a symbol table and the corresponding context conditions. Whenever models do not have to be modified, it may be beneficial to directly interact with the parse tree instead of creating a modifiable AST. In situations where certain details of the target model cannot be derived by the toolchain, it is also possible to enable the injection of handwritten code.
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Figure 2.9: A comparison of models: The initial model in the calculator modeling language is processed by the DSL framework to compilable C++ code. In order to enable compilers to process the given model, the model is generated in target-specific format and enriched by required standard properties, e.g., brackets and libraries. The backend derives details regarding the type of the variables and enriches the generated model by respective specifications. Finally, instructions for a visualization of results are added.

All these scenarios underline the necessity of a modular system rather than a monolithic structure of the toolchain.

In conclusion, while a black-box view on the DSL processing tools indicates a complex and monolithic system, a white-box view demonstrates that all individual components, starting from a lexer and parser, through to the generator engine, have an easy to implement task. Although the presented fundamentals demonstrate the general approach for construction of a DSL, a basic understanding of the presented concepts can also be beneficial whenever certain parts of an existing system have to be modified. All approaches, tools, and details as presented in this section will be utilized in chapter 3 in order to reengineer and reimplement the existing components of NestML on a new platform.

2.2 Methodology and Reuse of Components

The trend of rising size and complexity of software as observable since the introduction of the first computer systems [Hel96] makes research in the field of software reuse approaches a crucial activity in order to ensure the stability and correctness of products. Over the years many different techniques and possibilities to reuse existing concepts, code bases and components have been developed and tested. MontiCore, cf. chapter 6, demonstrates how components can be generated from a user-supplied system model and, therefore, implements the concept of program generators [Hem93]. Design patterns [VHJG95] on the architecture and implementation level represent a different approach to reuse existing
knowledge during the creation of new software. Here, instead of providing concrete code which can be integrated into the project, a general idea is given how certain components have to be designed in order to achieve a higher level of maintainability and modularity. The pipelining of a read-in model as implemented in the overall DSL approach, cf. section 2.1, represents a modified instance of the pipes and filter pattern [BHS07], while all AST classes generated by MontiCore [RH17] contain an implementation of the builder pattern [BHS07]. The utilization of patterns represents a reuse approach which has to be regarded independently of the concrete domain and use case, making it a technique which should always be applied during the engineering of software. The remaining part of this chapter will, therefore, focus on more specific techniques, approaches, and tools which can be employed to accelerate and ensure certain quality standards of the reengineered NestML framework as introduced in chapter 3.

Chapter 1 outlined how MontiCore can be used to generate a set of components representing the overall infrastructure required to create a model-processing frontend. Here, no additional tools and libraries are required to be able to process a given model to the corresponding internal representation. In contrast to the generated AST classes which are completely independent of concrete tools, the generated lexer and parser require the Antlr runtime environment [PLW00], making it a hard dependency whenever the generated code shall be used. Besides MontiCore and in consequence Antlr, many other lexer and parser generators can be employed. The Calculator Modeling Language (CML) as introduced in section 2.1 has been used to conduct a brief survey on the usability of other tools which can be applied to reuse existing technology. For this purpose, two additional lexer and parser generators were tested for their applicability.

The Ply [pyt17b] lexer and parser generator represents a Python implementation of the Lex and Yacc [LMB92] tools. Here, the overall grammar of a language is defined as Python code and is therefore not contained in a separate artifact. Moreover, each token has to be provided with a definition and an executable function in order to achieve a specific processing. Figure 2.10 visualizes a single definition of a rule as used to enable the parser to recognize an addition of two values. The grammar rule, as well as the corresponding processing, is defined in a single method. The use case of CML has shown that while Ply provides a highly customizable behavior where many components can be individually adapted to specific needs, it also requires an in-depth understanding of the general lexer and parser concepts to apply all required principles correctly. Moreover, given the monolithic definition of the grammar, where all components are defined in a single Python artifact, this approach prevents an easily maintainable structure of the software where elements can be adjusted individually. Modularity of the components on the artifact level can therefore not be enforced.

PyParsing [McG07] is yet a different tool which was tested for its applicability. Here, grammar and parser rules are defined as Python code and consist of calls to individual functions representing token definitions and sub-rules. Each rule corresponds to the return value of a specific function. Figure 2.11 illustrates the definition of a rule as used to the define addition of two values. This approach represents a valid alternative to the definition of a grammar as a composition of rules and tokens in a specific syntax and as a separate artifact. Moreover, by using calls to predefined functions, no user-defined routines have to be written, making a composition of grammars and rules easy to achieve. Nonetheless,
\[ \text{def } p\text{-expression}(p): \]

```python
    
    """
    \text{astExpression : astExpression PLUS astExpression}
    | number;
    """
    
    \text{if } \text{type}(p[1]) == \text{int}:
    p[0] = \text{ASTNumericLiteral.makeLiteral}(p[1])
    
    \text{elif len}(p) == 3 and p[2] == \text{`+`}:
    p[0] = \text{ASTExpr.makeTerm}(p[1], p[3])
    p[0].isUnaryPlus = \text{True}

Figure 2.10: Definition of a grammar rule in Ply [pyt17b]: Each rule is defined as a function in Python syntax. A definition of the rule is stated in BNF form [MR] in the comment section of the function. The corresponding body defines the routine on elements as executed whenever a stream of tokens is detected to be constructed according to the grammar rule. Here, the grammar as stated in the comment is inspected by the method and details are retrieved.

```python
    
    \text{import pyparsing as pp}
    
    \text{number} = pp.Word(pp.nums)
    
    \text{expression} = pp.Or([number, expression + pp.Literal(`+`) + expression])

Figure 2.11: Definition of a grammar rule in PyParsing [McG07]: Each rule is defined as the return value of a function call. A set of predefined, common token definitions can be reused in order to reduce the overall grammar. Alternatives, optionality, and repetition is marked by a call to the corresponding function, e.g., the \text{Or} function call to declare a set of alternatives.

while this approach may be applicable in the case where small grammars represent the whole required syntax of a DSL, it becomes less maintainable and modifiable whenever a larger grammar with more rules and complex right-hand sides is required, making it less appropriate for modeling languages with complex structures. Moreover, several features as included in Antlr, e.g., additional channels for streams of tokens, are hard to implement and maintain in PyParsing. Token stream channels are used to filter out certain specification of the read-in model, e.g., white lines, by handing them over to a different stream. Although not crucial, such a feature is beneficial whenever a certain handling, e.g., processing of source model comments, has to be implemented.

In conclusion, we see that MontiCore and Antlr represent the best alternative for the generation of a lexer, a parser as well as the AST infrastructure. Besides providing an expressive concept for a definition of grammars, it also enables the user to directly influence the generated lexer and parser with handwritten code. Moreover, by encapsulating the
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definition in a separate file, a clear separation of concerns and single responsibility is achieved. Here, the grammar defines the what, while the generated lexer and parser the how, instead of mixing both concepts in a single artifact. Although Ply and PyParsing can be used to generate or implement a lexer and parser, these libraries do not feature a concept for the generation of additional components as required to store and interact with a read-in model, among others the corresponding AST data structure and visitors. MontiCore and its concept for the generation of components is therefore a clear favorite for the engineering of a DSL.

As discussed in section 2.1, most components required in the transformation and function library cannot be generated or reused and consequently have to be implemented by hand. In the case of NestML, only a subsystem for the processing and storage of physical units as often required in the computational neuroscience has been found to be applicable. For this purpose, two existing implementations were tested.

SymPy [JCMG12] and especially its Physics package represents a possible implementation for the handling of physical units. Each unit is stored as an object consisting of several properties describing its structure. A physical unit is represented by a base, e.g. the electric potential in volt, and the corresponding magnitude definition. By encapsulating those properties in a single object and providing an overwritten behavior for the standard arithmetic operations, this module enables the calculation and derivation of new physical units, a concept which is often required whenever type checking of expressions is intended. However, one of the key drawbacks of using SymPy’s physics module is the handling of equality checks for combined and complex units. While atomic parts of a given expression in a neuron model tend to have simple units, e.g., a single variable storing a value in millivolt, compound expressions often result in complex, combined units. The selected unit system should be able to derive new units by combining existing ones. However, while SymPy supports such a handling, the concept of equality is lost. Derived units such as newton and the combination of their base units kg $\cdot$ m/s$^2$ are not recognized as being equal. This circumstance prevents a valid type checking of expressions whenever physical units are involved.

The AstroPy [ART+13] module implements a similar approach by storing units as composable objects. Besides providing a similar concept for arithmetic operations, it is also possible to define new physical systems, i.e., systems where a specified set of units is regarded as the base units. Moreover, each unit object stores an additional set of properties as often required during a type checking routine. Utilizing these properties, it is easily possible to derive for a given unit all available, equivalent representations. In conclusion, the aforementioned problem of inequality between newton and kg $\cdot$ m/s$^2$ is no longer given. Instead, the underlying base units of a compound one are compared, thus equality for arbitrary combinations can be ensured. The clear separation of the units and magnitudes enables a type checking system to regard units which only differ in a prefix as being equal. This circumstance prevents a valid type checking of expressions whenever physical units are involved.

The last component which can often be reused during the engineering of a DSL is a generator engine as employed in the code generator. Here, a vast amount of solutions exists, from light-weight and fast renderers for web pages, through to complex and expressive engines for the generation of compilable code. However, most often engines only
Figure 2.12: A comparison of templates as used to generate CML models to compilable C++ code. Here, all three engines *Cheetah* [che17], *Jinja* [jin17] and *Tenjin* [ten17] utilize an almost equal syntax and provide a similar set of instructions. Details are only found in the corresponding implementation and execution time of the engines.

Differ in detail and provide a similar set of functionality. A brief survey revealed that all concepts required for the reengineering of NestML are available in almost all common generator engines. Here, *Cheetah* [che17], *Jinja2* [jin17] and *Tenjin* [ten17] were tested. As demonstrated in Figure 2.12, all three components utilize an almost equal syntax and instruction set. In conclusion, the reasons for deciding in favor of Jinja2 was the fact, that it provides the most in-detail documentation of the tool’s usage and implementation. Moreover, Jinja2 is used in a wide range of projects, amongst others by *Mozilla* [moz17] and *SourceForge* [sou17], thus a long-term support of the tool is expected.

All components introduced in this chapter will be used in chapter 3 and chapter 4 in order to employ the reuse of existing components and follow the building block approach. However, we will also present an additional set of techniques and patterns as applied in the reengineered NestML framework.
Chapter 3

The model-processing Frontend

The previous chapter introduced the overall architecture of a DSL, all required model-processing steps as well as a set of reusable components. These fundamentals will now be used to reengineer the existing NestML framework and perform a platform migration to Python. In this chapter we will demonstrate how the model-processing frontend has been reengineered. To this end, it is first necessary to parse a textual model to an internal representation by means of a lexer and parser. Section 3.1 introduces this subsystem together with a collection of AST classes and the ASTBuilderVisitor, a component which extracts an AST representation from a given parse tree. Subsequently, the CommentCollectorVisitor and its underlying process responsible for the extraction of comments from the source model and their correct storing in the AST is demonstrated, making the generation of self-documenting models possible. Having a model’s AST, it remains to check its semantical correctness. For this purpose, section 3.2 will first introduce a data structure for storing of context-related details, namely the Symbol classes. Here, we also show how modeled data types can be represented and stored. In order to provide a basic set of constants and functions predefined in NestML, the predefined subsystem is implemented. With a parsed model stored in an AST and a structure for storing context information, the frontend proceeds to collect context details of the model. Demonstrated in section 3.3 together with the SymbolTable and a set of context conditions, the ASTSymbolTableVisitor ensures semantical correctness. After all context conditions have been checked, the frontend’s model processing is complete. All steps outlined above are orchestrated by the ModelParser class which represents the interface to the model-processing frontend. The chapter is concluded in section 3.4 by an introduction to the set of assisting components. Figure 3.1 subsumes the concepts demonstrated in this chapter. In order to avoid ambiguity, we refer to the reengineered framework as PyNestML.

3.1 Lexer, Parser and AST classes

As introduced in section 2.1, the first step during the processing of a textual model is the creation of an internal representation by means of an AST. For this purpose, it is first necessary to implement a lexer and parser which read in a textual model and create a respective parse tree. However, the parse tree represents an immutable data structure where no data retrieval and modification operations are provided, making required transformations and interactions difficult. Consequently, a refined representation in the form of an AST has to be derived. It is therefore necessary to implement a collection of AST classes used to store individual elements of the AST. In order to retrieve all required in-
Figure 3.1: Overview of the model-processing Frontend: The lexer and parser process a textual model to the corresponding parse tree and can be completely generated from a grammar artifact. The ASTBuilderVisitor is responsible for the initialization of a model’s AST, employing classes which conform to the DSL’s grammar. After the AST has been constructed, the CommentCollectorVisitor collects and stores all comments stated in the source model. The ASTSymbolTableVisitor subsequently collects context information of the model by utilizing Symbols and the predefined subsystem. Semantic Checks conclude the processing by checking the model for semantical correctness. All steps are orchestrated by the ModelParser.

formation from the parse tree and instantiate a respective AST, the ASTBuilderVisitor is implemented. The result is a model’s AST which can be used for further checks and modifications. All these steps are encapsulated in the orchestrating ModelParser class. Figure 3.2 provides an overview of the components as introduced in this section.

Although possible, lexer and parser are usually not implemented by hand but rather generated from their respective grammar. Section 2.1 demonstrated several existing tools and approaches for component generation. In the case of PyNestML, Antlr was selected to define the grammar and generate the lexer and parser. For this purpose, it is first necessary to create the grammar of the language. Fortunately, the grammar artifact as found in NestML can be completely reused and has only to be adapted. Chapter 9 demonstrates the reworked grammar as used in PyNestML. Although modular and easy to understand, PyNestML’s grammar is still an artifact of several hundreds lines of code. In the following we will therefore use a simplified working example as depicted in Figure 3.3. The grammar is hereby an artifact structured according to Antlr’s syntax and defines which rules and tokens the language accepts, cf. section 2.1. All concepts as introduced for the working example are implemented analogously for the complete grammar.

Starting from the grammar, Antlr is used to generate the respective lexer and parser, making an error-prone implementation by hand unnecessary. Consequently, these components can be used in a black-box manner, where only the interface is of interest. The generated lexer expects a file or string to parse, and returns the respective token stream. As Figure 3.8 illustrates, storing and interacting with the stream of tokens can be bene-
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lexer &amp; Parser</td>
<td>The lexer converts the input text into a sequence of tokens.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASTBuilderVisitor</td>
<td>This visitor class extends the generated ParseTreeVisitor class and transforms the handed over parse tree to the respective AST.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ParseTreeVisitor</td>
<td>The AST classes are generated from the grammar.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASTNodeFactory</td>
<td>Features a set of operations for node initialization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ModelParser</td>
<td>Encapsulates all processes and can be used to parse complete models or single statements.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 3.2:** Overview of the lexer, parser and the AST classes: The grammar represents the artifact from which the lexer and parser are generated. Moreover, the ASTBuilderVisitor class extends the generated ParseTreeVisitor class and transforms the handed over parse tree to the respective AST. The ASTNodeFactory features a set of operations for node initialization. The ModelParser encapsulates all processes and can be used to parse complete models or single statements.

```plaintext
1 grammar PyNestML;
2 //Tokens
3 COMMENT: {'#' (~('
'|''))} -> channel(2);
4 NAME : ( [a-zA-Z] | '_' | '$' )( [a-zA-Z] | '_' | [0-9] | '$' )*;
5 INTEGER : [1-9][0-9]* | '0';
6 BOOLEAN: 'True' | 'False';
7 //Grammar Rules
8 neuron: 'neuron' NAME (block)* EOF;
9 block: NAME ':' (assignment | declaration)* 'end';
10 assignment: NAME '=' expression;
11 declaration: NAME type ('=' expression)?;
12 type: 'integer' | 'boolean' | 'string';
13 expression: simpleExpression |
14 | expression ('*'|'/') expression |
15 | expression ('+'|'-') expression;
16 simpleExpression: NAME | BOOLEAN | INTEGER;
```

**Figure 3.3:** A simplified grammar: Each neuron model is introduced by the keyword `neuron` and the neuron’s name. A model is composed of an arbitrary number of `blocks` consisting of a name and a set of `declarations` and `assignments`. Declarations consist of a name, the data type and a value defining expression, while assignments only utilize a left-hand side name and a value providing expression. Expressions are either simple, i.e., a string, boolean or integer literal, or arithmetic combinations of other expressions.
Figure 3.4: The model-parsing process: First, a model is decomposed into a stream of
token objects. If a literal in the model is not constructed according to the token
definitions, the process is terminated and the problem reported. Otherwise,
the token stream is handed over to the parser which constructs a parse tree by
taking the grammar rules into account. For sequences of tokens which are not
constructed according to a grammar rule, an error is reported and the process
terminated. A constructed parse tree is handed over to the ASTBuilderVisitor
which constructs the respective AST. Finally, all comments are retrieved and
stored.

ficial whenever a derivation of additional details in the initial model is required, e.g., the
model comments. The token stream is handed over to the parser which creates a parse
tree representation of the model according to the grammar rules. Both steps as well as
the derivation of an AST are encapsulated in the ModelParser class whose parseModel
behavior is illustrated in Figure 3.4. Besides complete models, it is also often of interest to
parse single instructions or expressions from a given string, e.g., for AST-to-AST transfor-
mations. The ModelParser class therefore provides parsing methods for each production
in the grammar artifact, which can then be used to parse the respective element directly
from a given string. In all cases, first, the parse tree is created by means of the generated
lexer and parser. Subsequently, the further on introduced ASTBuilderVisitor is used to
derive a respective AST representation.

AST classes couple fields for all required values with data retrieval and modification
operations, cf. Figure 3.5. The abstract ASTNode class represents the base class which is
extended by all concrete node classes. It implements features which are common for all
concrete nodes, namely the source location of the element, a comment field as well as a
reference to the respective scope of the element, cf. section 3.3. Moreover, it prescribes
abstract methods which have to be implemented by all subclasses: The equals method
can be used to check whether two objects are equal in terms of their properties, while an
overwritten _str_ method returns a human-readable form of the element. The concrete
accept method is used by the further on introduced visitors in order to interact with the
object.

A source location is an object of the SourceLocation class. By encapsulating this prop-
erty in a separate class it is possible to provide a set of common utility. Among others the
following two methods were implemented: The before function checks whether the cur-
rent source location in the model is before a handed over one, while the encloses function
indicates whether one source location encloses a different one.
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Concrete AST classes are implemented according to the DSL’s grammar. Explicit terminals such as the plus symbol are indicated by boolean fields, e.g., storing true whenever a respective terminal has been used. Implicitly declared terminals, e.g., NAME, are stored with the values stated in the textual model. References to sub-productions such as the simple expression are treated in the same manner, although here a reference to the initialized AST node of the sub-production is stored. Besides standard functionality for the retrieval of data, each AST class inherits and implements all operations as declared in the abstract ASTNode class. Figure 3.6 illustrates how the ASTExpression and ASTSimpleExpression classes are constructed from the respective production in the grammar.

Due to Python’s missing concept of method overloading, it is not possible to define several standard constructors for a single AST class. This problem is tackled by means of the factory pattern [Gam95]. For each instantiable node, the ASTNodeFactory class defines one or more operations which can be invoked to return a new object of the respective class, cf. Figure 3.5. By providing all functions with a distinct name, method overloading is avoided.

The ASTBuilderVisitor class implements a parse tree visiting process which initializes the respective AST representation, cf. Figure 3.2. As demonstrated in Figure 3.7, the processing encapsulated in this class visits all nodes in a model’s parse tree and creates AST nodes with the retrieved information. The parse tree stores all terminals, e.g., numeric values, as strings. For token classes which model value classes, e.g., strings or numeric values, their values are stored in correctly typed attributes of the AST. For each field of a parse tree node, the ASTBuilderVisitor therefore checks whether a value is available, e.g., a stated numeric literal. In cases where a value has been provided, it is retrieved, correctly casted and stored in the AST node. For non-terminals, the procedure is executed

Figure 3.5: Overview of the AST classes: The ASTNode represents a base class for all concrete AST classes. Each AST node stores a reference to a SourceLocation object, representing the position in the textual model where the element has been defined. The ASTNodeFactory is used to create new instances of AST nodes.
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expression:

- simpleExpression
- expression ('*'|'/') expression
- expression ('+'|'-') expression;

simpleExpression: NAME | BOOLEAN | INTEGER;

ASTExpression

- simpleExpression
- lhs, rhs
- isPlus, isMinus, isTimes, isDiv
+ getter/setter
+ equals(…)
+ __str__() 
+ accept(…)

ASTNode<br>&nbsp; &conforms to;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&

recursively by calling the visit method. The result is an initialized AST.

Although not crucial for the correct generation of a model implementation, comments as contained in the source model can be beneficial whenever an inspection of generated code is necessary. Here, it is often intended to retain source comments. As declared in chapter 9, the lexer hands all elements embedded in comment tags over to a different token channel. Each comment is delegated to the comment channel, where all comment tokens are stored and retrieved whenever required. In order to extract and transfer comments from tokens to their respective AST nodes, the CommentCollectorVisitor has been implemented, cf. Figure 3.8. It inspects the token stream and retrieves all comments which belong to the corresponding node. For this purpose, the CommentCollectorVisitor stores a reference to the initial token stream. Moreover, four methods are provided: The getComment function represents the orchestrating method and is used to invoke the collection of all pre-comments (stated before a statement or block), the in-comments (single line comments in the same line) and finally the post-comments stated after a statement or block in the textual model. In the following we exemplify the processing of pre-comments, the same procedure is applied analogously for the collecting of in- and post-comments. It should be noted that detection of a comment’s target is ambiguous. For instance, in a situation where two statements with a single comment in between are given without any white-line separating one or the other, it is not possible to determine whether it represents a post-comment of the first statement or the pre-comment of the second one. The following simple yet sufficient concept has been developed: In order to highlight a comment as belonging to a certain element, it is necessary to separate the comment by means of a white-line as demonstrated in Figure 3.9. In the case that no white-line is injected, the comment is handed over to the previous and subsequent element. The user is therefore able to denote which comments belong to which element by inserting additional newlines. The processing of pre-comments is implemented in the following manner: First, the
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```python
# ASTBuilderVisitor.py
def visitSimpleExpression(self, ctx):
    boolean = (True if re.match(r'\[Tt\]rue', str(ctx.BOOLEAN())) else False)
    if ctx.BOOLEAN() is not None else None
    if ctx.INTEGER() is not None:
        integer = int(str(ctx.INTEGER()))
    if ctx.NAME() is not None:
        name = str(ctx.NAME())
    sourceLoc = ASTNodeFactory.makeSourceLocation(
        startLine=ctx.start.line,
        startColumn=ctx.start.column,
        endLine=ctx.stop.line,
        endColumn=ctx.stop.column)
    return ASTNodeFactory.makeASTSimpleExpression(
        boolean=boolean,
        integer=integer,
        name=name,
        sourceLocation=sourceLoc)
```

Figure 3.7: The `ASTSimpleExpression` node creating method: With the overall structure of the DSL in mind, this method is constructed to directly store correctly typed values. The position of the element in the model is retrieved and stored in a new `SourceLocation` object. Finally, a new AST node is created by the respective factory method.

```python
Figure 3.8: The `CommentCollectorVisitor`: The visitor implements a process for the collection of comments in arbitrary nodes of the parse tree. In order to simplify the processing, merely the `visit` method has to be called. This method delegates the work to the `getComments` function and finally returns all collected comments. The comment collector extends the `ParseTreeVisitor` and is called within the `ASTBuilderVisitor` whenever an AST is constructed.
```
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**CommentCollectorVisitor** checks whether the processed node represents the first element in the artifact (e.g., the first definition of a neuron). In this case, the number of white-lines before the element is not relevant and all preceding comments are stored together with the node. Otherwise, starting from the position of the current context, the token stream is inspected in a reversed order. In the case that a normal element token (e.g., the declaration of a variable) is detected, the loop is terminated since the next element has been reached. If a comment token is detected, then it is put on a stack. Such a handling is required in order to detect whether the comment belongs to the currently handled node, or represents an in-comment of the previous node. If an empty line is detected, then all tokens on the stack are stored in the list of returned comments. Whenever two subsequent white-line tokens have been detected (thus a separating white-line), the overall process is terminated. The visitor returns the collected list of comments in a reversed order to preserve the initial ordering. This process is executed analogously for post-comments. However, here it is not necessary to reverse the list or the token stream. A inverse traversal of the token stream is only necessary to detect where a pre-comment has been terminated. In the case of in-comments, no special handling is implemented. Instead it is simply checked whether before the next end-of-line marker a comment token is contained. To make comments more readable, the `replaceDelimeters` function removes all comment delimiters from the comment string.

Separating the model-parsing and comment-collecting subprocesses leads to an even clearer separation of concerns and benefits maintainability. New types of comment tags can be easily implemented without the need to modify the AST builder. All modifications are therefore focused in the `CommentCollectorVisitor`, while the initial grammar is kept programming language-agnostic. The comment collecting operation is invoked during the initialization of an individual AST node in the AST builder.

This section introduced the model-parsing process which constructs the AST from a textual model. Here, we first introduced the starting point of each DSL, namely the grammar artifact, and subsequently outlined how the implementation of a lexer and parser by hand can be avoided by means of Antlr. Instead, these components were generated and embedded into PyNestML. Due to the missing typing and assisting methods in the parse tree as returned by the parser, a set of AST classes was implemented and introduced in detail. Each class represents a data structure which is used to store details as retrieved from the parse tree. To this end, the `ASTBuilderVisitor` class and its AST initializing approach were demonstrated. The result of steps introduced above is a parsed model represented

Figure 3.9: Illustration of the comment-processing routine: The target of a comment is recognized unambiguously if a separating white-line is inserted, otherwise the comment is added to both enclosing nodes.
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Figure 3.10: The Symbol subsystem: The abstract Symbol class prescribes common properties. This class is implemented by the TypeSymbol to represent concrete types. FunctionSymbol and VariableSymbol store declared functions and variables. For more modularity, the UnitType class is used as around the AstroPy unit system [ART+13]. VariableType and BlockType represent enumerations of possible types of variables and blocks.

through an AST. Finally, the CommentCollectorVisitor demonstrated how comments in source models can be collected and stored. Although not crucial for creation of correct target artifacts, comments can still be beneficial troubleshooting the generated code.

3.2 Symbol and Typing System

Continuing with an initialized AST, PyNestML proceeds to start collect information regarding the context. For this purpose, we first establish a data structure for the storage of context related details by means of symbol. Subsequently we demonstrate how predefined properties of PyNestML are integrated by means of the predefined subsystem. Finally, we show how types of expressions and declarations can be derived.

Chapter 2.1 demonstrated how symbols can be used to store details of pre- and user-defined functions and variables. The abstract Symbol class represents a base class for arbitrary symbols. It features attributes which are common for all concrete symbol types, amongst others a reference to the AST node used to create the symbol, the scope in which the element is located, the name of the symbol and a comment. Besides common data encapsulation methods, only the isDefinedBefore method is provided. This method checks whether a symbol has been defined before a certain source location and is used during semantical checks, cf. section 3.3. Figure 3.10 provides an overview of classes as
implemented in PyNestML to enable a storage of semantics and types.

A `TypeSymbol` represents a type as used in declarations and function signatures, and can be either a primitive or a physical unit. In its current state, the type system supports the primitive types `integer`, `real`, `void`, `boolean` and `string`. Whether a type is a primitive is represented by a boolean field for each type, while physical units are stored as references to the corresponding `UnitType` objects. The `UnitType` class is a simple wrapper for the `AstroPy` unit system as introduced in section 2.2 and is used to couple an `AstroPy` unit object [ART+13] with a processable `name` as well as `equality-` and data-access operations. The final attribute of the `TypeSymbol` class is a boolean indicator whether a buffer or non-buffer type is represented. As indicated in chapter 9, spike buffers can be declared with an arbitrary data type. As we will demonstrate in chapter 4, the backend utilizes different approaches for the generation of buffer and non-buffer types.

The `VariableSymbol` class represents the second type of symbols. Each `VariableSymbol` object symbolizes a variable or constant as defined in the source model. It stores the type of block in which it has been declared as an element of the `BlockType` enumeration type. According to the grammar, each variable symbol can be defined in a `state` block, the `parameters` or `internals` block, the `initial values` or `equations` block. Moreover, given the fact that ports are regarded as variables with stored values, the block types `input buffer current`, `input buffer spike` and `output` are provided. Finally, the type system is able to mark variables as being declared in a `local` block, e.g., a user-defined `function` block or the `update` block, or as a predefined element of PyNestML, e.g., the global time variable $t$. The type of a block in which the element has been declared is required for the correct generation of target platform-specific code as introduced in chapter 4. PyNestML marks variables defined in the `equations` block as being `shapes` or `equations`. Variables defined in the input block are marked as being a `buffer`, while all other elements are simple `variables`. To this end, the `VariableType` enumeration type is implemented. By utilizing such a specification it is easily possible to sort symbols according to the property they represent. A corresponding getter function can then be used to retrieve buffers or shapes as required in semantical checks and code generation, cf. section 3.3 and chapter 4. The remaining attributes represent a collection of characteristics which are common for declared elements: A variable symbol can have a `vector parameter` indicating that a vector variable is given. The boolean fields `is-predefined`, `is-function` and `is-recordable` indicate whether the elements have been marked by keywords in the source model or represent predefined concepts, i.e., an element which is always available in PyNestML as in the case of the global time variable $t$. The `is-conductance-based` marks buffers with the unit type `Siemens`\(^1\), while the `type symbol` stores a reference to an object representing the type of the variable. The declaring expression as well as the `initial value` attributes are used in the context of equations. The declaring expression field stores a reference to the expression denoting how new values of the equation have to be computed. Analogously the `initial value` stores the starting value of a differential equation. In the case that a non-equation symbol is stored, the declaring expression is used to simply store a right-hand side expression.

The `FunctionSymbol` is the last type of symbol and stores references to pre- and user-defined functions. Consequently, each symbol consists of a `name` of the function, the return

\(^1\)conductance-based buffers are processed differently during code generation in NEST
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Figure 3.11: The predefined subsystem: By utilizing the Symbol classes, a collection of UnitType objects is created representing physical units. Together with primitive data types, these units are encapsulated in type symbols and stored in the PredefinedTypes collection, before being used in PredefinedVariables and PredefinedFunctions.

type represented by a type symbol and a list of parameter type symbols. A boolean field indicates whether the corresponding function is predefined or not. In contrast to the variable symbol, function symbols do not feature further specifications or characteristics, e.g., the type of block in which they have been defined. Consequently, only a basic set of data access operations is provided.

In order to initialize a basic collection of types, variables and symbols, the predefined modules as illustrated in Figure 3.11 are used. All four types of the further on introduced symbol collections ensure that a basic set of components is always available in processed models. In the case of physical units, the units as provided by PyNestML represent a functionally complete set, i.e., it is possible to derive arbitrary units by combining the provided ones.

The PredefinedUnits class subsumes a routine used to initialize all basic physical units. Figure 3.12 exemplifies how for each base unit, e.g., volt or newton, and each available prefix, e.g., milli or deci, a combined AstroPy unit is created and wrapped in an object of the previously presented UnitType class. As opposed to variables which are only valid in their corresponding models, units and types are not specific to a certain neuron context, but valid for all possible models. Consequently, PyNestML stores all types globally for all processed models. The PredefinedUnits class features operations to check whether a given string represents a valid unit definition, e.g., ms, while the getUnit method is used to retrieve the object representing a unit defined by the string. At runtime, often new combinations of existing bases are derived. For instance, in the case of a multiplication of two variables of type ms, it is necessary to derive and register a new unit ms$^2$. While the derivation of new units is delegated to the further on introduced visitors, the registerUnit method can be used to insert a new unit into the type system. An encapsulation of units in the UnitType instances and the storage in the PredefinedUnits collection makes
maintenance and extensions easy to achieve: In the case that the given type system is no longer applicable or a new alternative has been found, the corresponding UnitType wrapper can be simply wrapped around a different library without affecting the remaining framework.

Beside physical units, PyNestML is also able to store other types. As previously introduced, primitive types are the second type of objects which have to be managed. For this purpose, PyNestML subsumes physical units and primitive types in a single class, namely the PredefinedTypes. In consequence, predefined types consist of type symbols for the primitive types as well as all units stored in the PredefinedUnits class, cf. Figure 3.11. This separation has been employed in order to provide a central component for the handling of predefined as well as collected types, while the unit system in the background remains an exchangeable component. For each unit stored in the PredefinedUnits, PyNestML creates a new type symbol and stores it in the PredefinedTypes. Moreover, all types are treated as singletons [VHJG95], i.e., the system detects and prevents redundant registration of a given type. Consequently, whenever the getType operation is called, only a reference is returned. Only buffer and non-buffer type symbols are treated as individual instances due to their different handling in the generating backend. The handling of types as singletons makes equality checks easy to achieve and reduces the overall memory consumption during the model processing\(^2\). The PredefinedTypes class features a set of operations used to get a type symbol or register a new one. The getType function includes more elaborated processing. Physical unit objects which do not represent real units, e.g., in the case of ms/ms == 1, are detected and treated as being real typed. Each unit is simplified before being registered in order to avoid a redundant storage of equal units, e.g., ms == ms * ms/ms. In conclusion, this method represents the overall interface to type systems and makes extensions by new primitive as well as unit types easy to achieve, while the architecture remains modular. With the PredefinedTypes class all components required to derive new types are already available in PyNestML, i.e., by combining basic physical units the type system is able to deal with compound units.

Types are subsequently used in the PredefinedVariables and PredefinedFunctions classes

\(^2\)at the beginning there are roughly 600 different basic units in PyNestML.
to denote the types of the elements. The \textit{PredefinedVariables} class stores all predefined variables available in PyNestML. In its current state, PyNestML provides a set of predefined variables often required in neuroscientific models, including the global time constant $t$ for the time past the start of the simulation, and Euler’s number $e$. Moreover, PyNestML features a concept for \textit{unit variables}. Consequently, it is also possible to utilize the name of a physical unit as a variable. By utilizing such a concept it is easily possible to state expressions representing new, compounded units as part of a computation. For instance, a given expression $55 \times mV/nS$ is treated as semantically as well as syntactically correct. By handling units as predefined variables, the framework is able to apply the same set of arithmetic rules as for all other types of expressions, cf. chapter 9. Compound physical units are therefore created by stating defining arithmetic expressions with basic units. All units as defined in the \textit{PredefinedTypes} class are therefore also registered as predefined variables. However, in contrast to derived physical units which are automatically stored in the set of predefined types, PyNestML does not add new unit variables to the predefined variables. Such a handling is not required since complex arithmetic combinations of units are treated as an aggregation of basic units, consequently, only variables for basic units are required. The \textit{PredefinedVariables} class features methods for the retrieval of symbols for predefined variables as well as a \textit{getVariable} method which can be used to detect if a variable is predefined. In the case that a handed over name does not correspond to a variable, \textit{none} is returned. In this case, the client method has to take care of correct steps. In contrast to types, variable symbols located in concrete models are never added to the set of predefined ones given the fact, that these properties are local to their context and should not be visible to other models. PyNestML reports declarations of variables with the same name as one of the predefined variables as an error, cf. section 3.3.

Analogously to the \textit{PredefinedVariables}, PyNestML uses the \textit{PredefinedFunctions} class to store all predefined functions. In its current state, PyNestML supports 21 different mathematical and neuroscientific functions. As already introduced, each function symbol consist of a \textit{name}, the type of the \textit{return} value as well as a list of \textit{parameter types}. All predefined functions are therefore individually initialized and stored. In order to ensure a correct type, type symbols managed by the \textit{PredefinedTypes} class are retrieved and references stored. The \textit{getFunction} method can then be used to request the function symbol for a specified name.

With a data structure for the representation of types as well as a basic collection of fundamental types, PyNestML is now able to enrich the previously constructed AST by a new property, namely the concrete type of all elements. For this purpose, all AST nodes which have to be specified by a type are now, after the AST has been constructed by the lexer and parser, extended by a reference to a \textit{TypeSymbol} object. Based on the type of AST node for which the type has to be derived, this step has been separated into two different phases in order to enforce a clear separation of concerns. Figure 3.13 subsumes the type derivation subsystem.

The simpler case is the handling of data type declarations of constants and variables defined in the model. Given the grammar for the declaration of a type where no plus or minus arithmetic operators are supported, this processing can be completely implemented in a single method. This process is therefore encapsulated in the \textit{ASTUnitTypeVisitor} class which derives the concrete type symbol of a type represented by an \textit{ASTDataType}.
Figure 3.13: Overview of the type-deriving visitor subsystem: The ASTUnitTypeVisitor derives correct types for declarations of types as stored in ASTDataType nodes, while the ASTExpressionTypeVisitor class takes care of correct type derivation in expressions. Here, a set of assisting sub-visitors is used to derive the type symbol based on the concrete type of the expression, e.g., boolean literals or arithmetic expressions, each of which corresponding to one production of the expression grammar rule, cf. chapter 9.

In the case that a primitive type has been used, a respective type symbol is simply retrieved from the predefined types collection and the reference stored. Otherwise the handling is handed over to the visitASTUnitType subroutine. This method checks how the data type has been constructed. If a simple name is used, e.g., \( mV \), then the corresponding symbol is retrieved from the predefined types and stored. Otherwise, the method proceeds to recursively descend to the leaf nodes of the AST node, cf. Figure 3.14. As defined by chapter 9, leaf nodes are always simple units or an integer typed value. The visitor checks which type of operation has been used to combine the leaf nodes and proceeds accordingly.

For power expressions, e.g., \( ms^2 \), first the type of the base is derived and consequently extended by means of the power operation. Encapsulated units, e.g., \((ms*nS)\), are updated by setting the outer unit according to the inner one. In the case of arithmetic point operators, the visitASTUnitType method first checks whether a division or multiplication of units is performed. For the former, the left-hand side is first inspected for its type. Given the fact that data types support a numeric value on the left-hand side, e.g., \( 1/\,ms \), the visitASTUnitType method checks whether it is a numeric type or not. If a numeric value is used, the method retrieves and divides it by the right-hand side. In the case of unit types, the procedure is applied recursively. Multiplication of two units is handled analogously, although here the language does not provide a concept for numeric left-hand side values.
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Figure 3.14: Derivation of types in \textit{ASTDataType} nodes: First, the type defining expression is decomposed into its leaves. For each leaf, the corresponding type is retrieved from the \textit{PredefiendTypes} class. Finally, all types are recombined according to the stated operations up to the root and the overall type is stored.

In the case of \textit{expressions}, it is necessary to propagate the types of the leaves to the root of the AST node. This process requires a more sophisticated handling and traversal of the expression. The complex structure of expressions where line-, point- as well other operators can be used makes a modular structure necessary. The derivation of expression types is therefore handled by the \textit{ASTExpressionTypeVisitor}, cf. Figure 3.13. Extending the base visitor, this class represents a traversal routine which, depending on the type of the currently processed expression, invokes an appropriate sub-visitor. The currently active sub-visitor is referenced in the \textit{real self} attribute and indicates how parts of the expressions have to be handled. It consequently checks the type of an element in the expression, e.g., whether it is a boolean literal or an arithmetic combination of two subexpressions, and sets the \textit{real self} visitor according to this element. In its current state, PyNestML supports 15 different sub-visitors, amongst others the \textit{unary visitor} used to update the expression prefixed with a unary plus, minus or tilde, the \textit{power visitor} for the calculation of the type of an exponent expression, the \textit{parentheses visitor} for the type derivation of encapsulated expressions, the \textit{logical not} visitor for the handling of negated logical expressions, the \textit{dot} and \textit{line operators} for handling of arithmetical expressions, the \textit{comparison visitor} for handling of comparisons and the \textit{binary logic} visitor for the handling of logical \textit{and} and \textit{or}.

The use case demonstrated in Figure 3.15 exemplifies the overall process: Given the expression $10 \text{mV} + V_m + (\text{true} \text{ and } \text{false})$ with the variable $V_m$ of unit type \textit{millivolt}, first, the \textit{ASTExpressionTypeVisitor} descends to the leaf level, namely the nodes $10 \text{mV}$, $V_m$, \textit{true} and \textit{false}. For $10 \text{mV}$, the \textit{numeric literal visitor} is activated which checks whether the expression utilizes a physical unit or not. In the case that a unit is used, the visitor resolves the name of the unit and sets the retrieved type symbol to the type of the node. If no unit is used, the visitor checks whether a \textit{real} or \textit{integer} literal is present and retrieves the corresponding type symbol from the predefined types collection. Analogously, the $V_m$ variable is inspected by the \textit{variable visitor}, and the variable name is resolved to the corresponding variable symbol. Each variable symbol stores a reference to its type symbol. Consequently, this type symbol is retrieved and used as the type of the literal in the expression, e.g., here the type \textit{mV}. For the boolean \textit{true} and \textit{false}, the
Figure 3.15: Derivation of types in \textit{ASTExpression} nodes: Analogously to \textit{ASTDataTypes} nodes, an expression is first decomposed into its leaf nodes. Subsequently, the corresponding variable symbol is resolved, and its type symbol retrieved. Type symbols are combined according to the operations used to construct the expressions. In the case of errors, e.g., a combination of boolean and numeric types, an error message is propagated to the root.

\textit{boolean visitor} is used. It simply inspects whether a boolean literal has been used and sets the type of the corresponding expression to the boolean type symbol as stored in the predefined types collection. Having the types of all leaf nodes, the visitor starts to ascend. The expression $10\text{mV} + V\text{.m}$ is a line operator combination of two values, thus the \textit{line operator visitor} is activated. The arithmetic plus operator should only be applicable for numeric values and variables representing such. The left- as well as the right-hand side of the plus operator refer to unit values and have the same type, hence the overall type of the expression is set to \textit{mV}. In the case of \textit{true and false}, the \textit{and} operator can only be used to combine boolean values, which applies in the given case, thus the \textit{binary logic visitor} is used which updates the type of the combined expression to \textit{boolean}. The boolean expression has been encapsulated in parentheses which makes an invocation of the \textit{parentheses visitor} necessary. This visitor simply retrieves the type of the inner part of the encapsulated expression and updates the type of the overall expression accordingly, e.g., in our case to \textit{boolean}. Finally, the root of the expression is reached, namely the arithmetic combination of the expressions $10\text{mV} + V\text{.m}$ of type \textit{mV} and \textit{(true and false)} of type \textit{boolean}. Obviously, such an expression is not correctly typed. The \textit{line operator visitor} detects that incompatible types have been used and sets the type of the expression to an error value. In order to enable the PyNestML to store either a correct type or an error message, the \textit{Either} class is used. This class stores either a reference to a \textit{type symbol} or a string containing an error message. By storing an object of this type instead of an undefined unit, PyNestML is able to derive and interact with errors and propagate the messages to the root of the expression. All detected errors are hereby reported as being of semantical nature, cf. section 3.3. In the given example, the overall type of the expression is an object of the \textit{Either} class with an error message stating that an arithmetic combination of numeric and non-numeric values is not possible. Together with all remaining visitors, this system is able to derive the type of arbitrary expressions by propagating and combining leaf-node types to the root. Here we see exactly why the physical unit system \textit{AstroPy} with its support for arithmetic operators was used: Given
the expression $10\text{mV} \times 2\text{ms}$, PyNestML should be able to combine the underlying units to a new one, and the overall type of the expression should be set to $\text{mV} \times \text{ms}$. Such a processing is vehemently simplified if the framework’s underlying physical units library supports arithmetic operations on units for the creation of new ones.

This section introduced the type system and showed how PyNestML stores and processes declarations and their respective types. Here, we first implemented data structures to store details of defined elements in the model. Subsequently, we demonstrated how a set of predefined elements is initialized by the predefined subsystem. Finally, these elements were used to derive the type of all expressions located in the model by means of the \textit{ASTDataTypeVisitor} and \textit{ASTExpressionTypeVisitor} classes. We will come back to types in the next section where correct typing of expressions as well as other semantical properties are introduced.

### 3.3 Semantical Checks

After the AST of a given model has been constructed, comments have been collected and the type of all elements derived, the model-processing frontend proceeds to the last step, namely the checking of the semantical correctness of a handed over textual model. For this purpose, we first implement data structures for the storage of a neuron’s concrete
context, namely the SymbolTable and Scopes classes. In order to fill these components with context information, a collecting process implemented in the ASTSymbolTableVisitor is used. After the context of a model has been established, it remains to check for correct semantics. This task is delegated to the CoCosManager, a component which manages a collection of context conditions, cf. section 2.1. Figure 3.16 illustrates which components have been implemented to store, collect and check semantical details of a model.

The SymbolTable class has been implemented analogously to the concept introduced in section 2.1. This component represents a container which maps neuron names to their respective global scope. The scope of an AST object is hereby an element of the Scope class which stores a reference to its parent scope, leading to a tree-like structure of the scope layering. Utilizing such a structure accelerates the resolving of symbols and eases the working with the context of a model. All elements contained in a scope are hereby stored in a list. Each element is either a Symbol or a sub-Scope. The final two attributes of the Scope class store details regarding the type of the scope and the source location. The former is used to enable an easy to conduct filtering of scopes. For this purpose the enumeration type ScopeType is implemented. Each scope is marked as being global, update or function. All elements defined outside the update and function block are stored in a neuron’s top-level scope, while the update and function block can be used to open new sub-scopes. The source location attribute contains the position enclosed by the scope. Storing this detail is beneficial especially in the case of error reports and troubleshooting of textual models.

Besides data retrieval and manipulation operations, the Scope class features several aiding methods: The getSymbolsInThisScope method can be used to retrieve all symbols in the current scope, while getSymbolsInCompleteScope also takes all shadowed symbols in ancestor scopes into account. The getScopes operation can be used to return all sub-scope objects of the current scope. In order to retrieve the top scope of a neuron, the getGlobalScope method can be used. Finally, the resolve methods are provided. The Scope class implements two different operations and supports a more precise retrieval of information. The resolveToAllScopes method can be used to retrieve all scopes in which a symbol with the handed over name and symbol kind has been declared. The resolveToAllSymbols returns the corresponding symbols. These methods can be used whenever shadowing of variables should be handled and all specified symbols returned. The respective single instance methods resolveToScope and resolveToSymbol can be used to return the first defined instance of a symbol specified by the parameters. Starting from the current scope, these methods first check if the specified symbol is contained in the scope. If such a symbol is found, it is simply returned, otherwise, the same operation is performed on the parent scope. In conclusion, this method can be used to check if a used element has been declared in the spanned scope of the current block. Figure 3.17 illustrates the resolution process.

The SymbolTable class represents a data structure which has to be instantiated and filled with the context information of concrete models. PyNestML delegates this task to the ASTSymbolTableVisitor class, a component which implements all required steps to fill the symbol table with life. The overall interface of this class consists of the static updateSymbolTable method which expects the concrete AST whose context shall be analyzed and updated accordingly. Based on the visited node, this operation invokes one of the following processings: In the case that an ASTNeuron node is visited, a new neuron
Figure 3.17: The symbol resolution process: The request to return a *Symbol* object corresponding to a given name is received by the nested scope. The scope is checked, and if no symbol with the corresponding name and type is found, a recursive call to the resolution process on the nesting scope is performed. If a symbol has been found, it is returned, otherwise an error is indicated by returning *none*.

Figure 3.18: AST context-collecting and updating process: Starting at the root, i.e., the *ASTNeuron* object, the *ASTSymbolTableVisitor* creates a neuron-specific scope and descends into the AST. For each node, the routine checks if a child node is stored, and updates its scope according to the current one. Found declarations are used to create new symbols which are consequently stored in the parent’s scope.
width scope is created. Moreover, in order to fill the scope with predefined properties which are always available in the context, references to elements of the predefined subsystem are stored. This step ensures that the resolution process of predefined and model-specific variables becomes transparent and accessible over the neuron’s scope. It is therefore not required to access individual collections of the predefined subsystem to get the respective elements. Instead, all symbols required by a model are stored in its respective top-level scope and the PredefinedTypes collection. Moreover, given the structure of the visitor, it is not directly possible to indicate certain details to processed child nodes, e.g., the top level scope of the currently handled neuron or which type of block is processed. While the former is solved by a top-down update process as illustrated in Figure 3.18, i.e., before a node is visited, its scope is updated to the parent’s scope, the latter requires storage of additional details. Consequently, the type of the currently processed block is stored and represented as a value of the BlockType enumeration, cf. section 3.2. Whenever a block of statements is entered, the type of the block is simply stored and removed after the block has been left. Newly created symbols inside the block check this value and derive the information in which type of block they were created. Such a processing is required in order to determine the ScopeType of each created (sub-)scope as well as the BlockType of created symbols.

The creation of new symbols and scopes is only required in a limited set of cases. Most often, only the scope reference of a handled element has to be updated. As shown in Figure 3.18, this step is done in a reversed order: The neuron’s root AST node stores a reference to its scope, and subsequently sets the scope of its child nodes to the parent scope. In the case that a block is detected which has to span its own local scope, i.e., an update or function block, a new Scope object is created and stored in the parent scope. This new object is then set as the scope of the nested block and the process is continued recursively. Thus, whenever a scope-spanning block is detected, a new scope is stored in the parent scope, and used in the following as the current scope. The individual visit methods of the ASTSymbolTableVisitor therefore first update the scopes of their child nodes before a further traversal is invoked. Constants and variables declared in the model require an additional step. Here it is necessary to create a new Symbol object representing the declared element. Concrete information regarding the specifications of the symbol is stored in the current AST object, while the TypeSymbol can be easily retrieved by inspecting the ASTDataType child node. Here we see exactly why a preprocessing by the ASTDataTypeVisitor, cf. section 3.2, is required. Having an AST where all nodes have been provided with their respective TypeSymbols, the ASTSymbolTableVisitor can now easily retrieve this information and use it in VariableSymbols. All required details are therefore simply retrieved from the corresponding element, and a new VariableSymbol is created and stored in the current scope. In the case of user-defined functions, this process is performed analogously, although here a FunctionSymbol is created. The ASTSymbolTableVisitor executes this process for the whole AST and populates the symbol table with scope details. As a side effect, the scopes of all AST objects are updated correctly and can now be used for further checks.

After a neuron’s scopes have been adjusted, the final step of the model-processing fron-
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Figure 3.19: The CoCosManager and context conditions: The CoCosManager class represents a central unit which executes all required checks on the handed over model. Each checked feature of the model is encapsulated by a single class which inherits the abstract CoCo class.

tend is invoked, namely the checking of semantical correctness. As demonstrated in section 2.1, this steps is performed by means of so-called context conditions. Here a modular structure has been employed. PyNestML implements each context condition as an individual class with the prefix CoCo and a meaningful name, e.g., CocoVariableOncePerScope. In order to subsume the overall checking routine in a single component, the CoCosManager class has been implemented, cf. Figure 3.19. Its postSymbolTableBuilderChecks method can be used to check all context conditions after the symbol table has been constructed, while the postOdeSpecificationChecks method checks if all ODE declarations have been correctly stated in the raw AST.

Given the fact that context conditions have the commonality of checking the context of a neuron model, PyNestML implements the abstract CoCo super class. All concrete context conditions therefore have to implement the checkCoCo operation which expects a single AST for checking. Concrete context condition classes describe in a self-contained manner which definitions lead to an erroneous model. Consequently, here a black list concept is applied: For models which feature certain characteristics it is not possible to generate correct results. These characteristics should be reported. In its current state, PyNestML features 25 different context conditions which ensure the overall correct structure of a given model. The following composition outlines the implemented conditions.

1. CoCoAllVariablesDefined: Checks whether all used variables are previously defined and no recursive declaration is stated.

2. CoCoBufferNotAssigned: Checks that no values are assigned to (read-only) buffers.

3. CoCoConvolveCondCorrectlyBuilt: Checks that each convolve function-call is provided with correct arguments, namely a shape and a buffer.

4. CoCoCorrectNumeratorOfUnit: Checks that the numerator of a unit type is equal to one, e.g., $1/mV$. 
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5. **CoCoCorrectOrderInEquation**: Checks whether a differential equation has been stated for a non-derivative, e.g., $V_m = V'_m$ instead of $V'_m = V'_m$.

6. **CoCoCurrentBuffersNotSpecified**: Checks that current buffers are not specified with the keyword *inhibitory* or *excitatory*. Only spike buffers can be further specified.

7. **CoCoEachBlockUniqueAndDefined**: Checks that mandatory *update*, *input* and *output* blocks are defined exactly once, and all remaining types of blocks are defined at most once.

8. **CoCoEquationsOnlyForInitValues**: Checks that equations are only defined for variables stated in the *initial values* block.

9. **CoCoFunctionCallsConsistent**: Checks that all function calls are consistent, i.e., that the called function exists and the arguments are of the correct type and amount.

10. **CoCoFunctionHasRhs**: Checks that all attributes marked by the *function* keyword have a right-hand side expression.

11. **CoCoFunctionMaxOneLhs**: Checks that multi-declarations marked as *functions* do not occur, e.g., function $V_m, V_n mV = V_{init} + 42 mV$. Several aliases to the same value are redundant.

12. **CoCoFunctionUnique**: Checks that all functions are unique, thus user-defined functions do not redeclare predefined ones.

13. **CoCoIllegalExpression**: Checks that all expressions are typed according to the left-hand side variable, or are at least castable to each other.

14. **CoCoInitVarsWithOdesProvided**: Checks that all variables declared in the *initial values* block are provided with the corresponding ODEs.

15. **CoCoInvariantIsBoolean**: Checks that the type of all given invariants is *boolean*.

16. **CoCoNeuronNameUnique**: Checks that no name collisions of neurons occur. Here, only the names in the same artifact are checked.

17. **CoCoNoNestNameSpaceCollision**: Checks that user-defined functions and attributes do not collide with the namespace of the target simulator platform NEST.

18. **CoCoNoShapesExceptInConvolve**: Checks that variables marked as *shapes* are only used in the *convolve* function call.

19. **CoCoOnlySpikeBuffersWithDatatypes**: Checks that only spike buffers have been provided with a data type. Current buffers are always of type $pA$. 
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20. **CoCoParametersAssignedOnlyInParameterBlock**: Checks that values are assigned to parameters only in the parameter block.

21. **CoCoSumHasCorrectParameter**: Checks that `convolve` calls are not provided with complex expressions, but only variables.

22. **CoCoTypeOfBufferUnique**: Checks that no keyword is stated twice in an input buffer declaration, e.g., `inhibitory inhibitory spike`.

23. **CoCoUserDeclaredFunctionCorrectlyDefined**: Checks that user-defined functions are correctly defined, i.e., only parameters of the function are used, and the return type is correctly stated.

24. **CoCoVariableOncePerScope**: Checks that each variable is defined at most once per scope, i.e., no variable is redefined.

25. **CoCoVector VariableInNonVectorDeclaration**: Checks that vector and scalar variables are not combined, e.g. $V + V_{\text{vec}}$ where $V$ is scalar and $V_{\text{vec}}$ a vector.

In the following we exemplify the underlying process on two concrete context conditions, namely **CoCoFunctionUnique** and **CoCoIllegalExpression**. The former is used to check whether an existing function has been redefined in a given model. With the previously done work, this property can be easily implemented: Given the fact that in the basic context of the language no functions are defined twice, the `checkCoco` method of the **CoCoFunctionUnique** class simply retrieves all user-defined functions, resolves them to the corresponding `FunctionSymbols` as constructed by the `ASTSymbolTableVisitor` and checks pairwise whether two functions with the same name exist. In order to preserve a simple structure of PyNestML, function overloading is not included as an applicable concept. Thus, only collisions of function names have to be detected. If a collision has been detected, an error message is printed and stored by means of the further on introduced **Logger** class, cf. section 3.4. With the names of all defined `FunctionSymbols` (and analogously `VariableSymbols`) it is easily possible to check whether a redeclaration occurred. Moreover, the stored reference to the corresponding AST node can be used to print the position at which the model is not correct, making troubleshooting possible. Figure 3.20 illustrates the **CoCoFunctionUnique** class.

The second exemplified context condition **CoCoIllegalExpression** checks whether the expected data type of elements and their corresponding expressions have the same value. With the previously derived `TypeSymbols` of all AST nodes and the instantiated symbol table, here a simple process becomes sufficient for an in-depth checking of correctly typed models. To check correct typing of all required components, the assisting **CorrectExpressionVisitor** is implemented, cf. Figure 3.20. This visitor implements the basic `ASTVisitor` and overrides the `visit` method for nodes whose types have to be checked. In the case of declarations and assignments, it resolves the variable symbol of the left-hand side variable and retrieves the corresponding type symbol. For the right-hand side expression, the `get- TypeEither` of the (simple) expression object is called. Finally, the `equal` method is used to check whether both types are equivalent. Here, an additional check has been implemented: Given the fact that most simulators disregard physical units, but work in terms of integers
and doubles, it can be beneficial to allow certain implicit castings. For this purpose the 
*isCastableTo* method of the further on introduced *ASTUtils* class is used. This function 
can be invoked to check whether one given type can be converted to a different one. For 
instance, this method returns *true* whenever a physical unit *TypeSymbol* and a *real Type- 
Symbol* are handed over, since each unit typed value is implicitly regard as being of type 
real. Analogously, *real* and *integer* can be casted to each other, although here the fraction 
of a value might be lost. An implicit cast is always reported with a warning to inform the 
user of potential errors in the simulation. If an implicit cast is not possible, e.g., casting of 
a *string* to an *integer*, an error message is printed informing the user of a broken context. 
Warnings, therefore, state that a given model could possibly contain unintended behavior, 
while errors indicate semantical incorrectness.

The second type of checks as implemented in the *CoCoIllegalExpression* is a comparison 
of magnitudes: Values which utilize the same physical unit but differ in magnitude have 
to be regarded as being combinable. It should, therefore, be possible to add up 1mV 
and 1V, although the underlying combination of a prefix and unit is not equal. This task 
is handed over to the *differsInMagnitude* method of the *ASTUtils* class, cf. section 3.4. 
This method simply checks whether the physical units without the prefixes are equal and 
returns the corresponding truth value. The remaining *context conditions* are implemented 
in an analogous manner: If complex checks on all nodes of the AST are required, a new 
visitor is implemented. In more simple cases a single function is sufficient. Errors and 
warnings are reported by means of the *Logger* class, cf. section 3.4.

In this section, we introduced how context related details of a model can be stored and 
checked. For this purpose, we first implemented the *SymbolTable* class which stores references to 
all processed neuron scopes. The *Scope* class has hereby been used to represent 
scope spanning blocks which are then populated by sub-scopes and symbols. In order to 
instatiate a model’s scope hierarchy, the *ASTSymbolTableVisitor* was introduced. Finally, 
the constructed symbol table was used to check the context of the handed over model for 
correctness. Here, the orchestrating *CoCosManager* class delegated all required checks to 
individual *context condition* classes, with the result being an AST which has been tested
3.4 Assisting Classes

As opposed to the introduction of a typical DSL architecture in chapter 2, where semantical checks, as well as model transformations, were seen as a part of the function library, we decided to follow a different approach during the reengineering of NestML. In the previous section, checks for semantical correctness of a given model were already included in the model-processing frontend instead of characterizing this component as an element of the subsystem sitting between the frontend and the code generator. However, the architecture as introduced in Figure 2.2 represents a recommendation and can be adjusted to individual use cases. We, therefore, decided to factor out the functionality normally contained in the function library and instead delegate these components to the model-processing frontend and the generating backend. The result of the frontend should, therefore, be an AST representation of the model which has been checked for semantical and syntactical correctness. Moreover, model transformations are most often of target-platform specific nature, i.e., whenever several target platforms are implemented, it may be necessary to implement several model transformations. As illustrated in Figure 3.21, it is beneficial to regard model transformations as a part of the target-format generating backend and encapsulate all components required for a specific target in a single subsystem. Following these principles, the overall PyNestML architecture has been implemented slightly different as presented in chapter 2: A rich and powerful frontend is followed by a small collection of workflow governing and assisting components, which are in turn concluded by several, independent code generators. In this section we will introduce components sitting in between and governing the overall model-processing control flow and providing assisting functionality. Although not crucial, these elements are often required to provide a straightforward tooling as well as certain quality standards.

As introduced in the previous section, the ModelParser class reads in and checks a textual model for syntactical and semantical correctness. However, transforming the model to an equivalent AST is only the first step in the overall processing. Figure 2.2 showed which other steps have to follow and therefore to be chained and governed by an orchestrating component. This task is handled by the PyNestMLFrontend class, a component which represents the workflow execution unit and hides the model transforming process behind a clearly defined interface.

Before the actual processing of the model can be started, it is necessary to handle all parameters as handed over by the user, e.g., the path to the models. These parameters tend to change frequently whenever new concepts and specifications are added. PyNestML therefore delegates the task of arguments handling to the FrontendConfiguration class. By utilizing the standard functionality of Python’s argparse module, the frontend configuration is able to declare which arguments the overall system accepts, cf. chapter 7. The handed over parameters are stored in respective attributes and can be retrieved by the corresponding data access operations. All attributes and operations are hereby static (class properties) and can be accessed from the overall framework by simply interacting with the

\footnote{https://docs.python.org/3/library/argparse.html}
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Figure 3.21: Overview of assisting components: The PyNestMLFrontend represents an orchestrating component, governing PyNestML’s workflow. Parameters handed over by the user are stored in the FrontendConfiguration, while the Logger and Messages classes take care of logging. For the modification and creation of ASTs, the ASTUtils, ASTNodeFactory and ASTOdeTransformer are employed. The ASTHigherOrderVisitor represents an assisting component making traversal and modification of ASTs easier.

Figure 3.22: The model-processing routine as orchestrated by the PyNestMLFrontend.

class. Whenever new parameters have to be implemented, it is only necessary to extend the existing FrontendConfiguration class with a new attribute and access operation, while the remaining framework remains untouched.

All arguments as handed over to the PyNestMLFrontend class are therefore first delegated to the FrontendConfiguration class where all settings are parsed. Only if a valid set of arguments is available, the system proceeds. First, the predefined subsystem of the previous section is initialized. Subsequently, the ModelParser class and its parseModel method are used to parse the model. This process is executed for all handed over artifacts, with the result being a collection of neuron models represented by ASTs. After all models have been parsed, it remains to check a context condition which is only available whenever several artifacts are processed, namely CoCoNoTwoNeuronsInSetOfCompilationUnits. PyNestML checks in the list of all processed artifacts whether two neurons with equal names are present. Although not directly semantically incorrect, this property still has to be ensured. Otherwise, a generated C++ implementation of the respective neuron would overwrite a different one, leading to unexpected results. The corresponding context
condition is hereby directly invoked on the CoCosManager, cf. section 3.3. All errors are reported and logged by means of the Logger class. If the developer mode is off, PyNestML inspects the log and removes all neurons from the current collection which have at least one found error. The adjusted collection is then handed over to the code generating backend. After all models have been processed, the overall log is inspected and stored in a file if required. In conclusion, the PyNestMLFrontend class represents the overall workflow execution unit, cf. section 2.1, and combines the model-processing frontend and the code-generating backend. Figure 3.22 subsumes the presented procedure.

The Logger represents an assisting class which is used in almost all parts of the PyNestML framework. Errors during the parsing and semantical checks as well as all complications arising in the code generators are reported by means of this component. Often identical errors can occur in several parts of the toolchain, e.g., an underivable type in the expression and data-type processing visitors. Whenever these messages have to be adjusted, it is necessary to locate all occurrences and adjust equally in order to preserve consistency. The implementation tackles this problem by storing all messages in a single unit, namely the Messages class as shown in Figure 3.23. Each message is encapsulated in a private field and can not be directly accessed. Instead, a corresponding getter is used. Consequently, all messages can be changed while the interface remains unaffected. Moreover, the Messages class implements an additional feature which makes specific filtering of messages easier to achieve. In order to avoid direct interactions with message strings, each message is returned as a tuple consisting of a string and the corresponding message code. The message code is hereby an element of the MessageCode enumeration type which provides a wide range of message and error codes. Whenever a getter method of the Message class is invoked, a tuple of a message and the corresponding code is returned. Each reported issue can, therefore, be identified by its error code, making filtering of messages by their type or logging level possible.

The Message class makes reporting of errors easy to achieve and maintain. The actual printing and storing of reported issues is delegated to the Logger class, where all messages are stored together with several qualifying characteristics. In order to filter out messages which are not relevant according to the user, a logging level can be set. Messages whose logging level is beneath the stored one are not printed to the screen but may be stored in the optionally generated log file. In order to associate a message with its origin, i.e., the neuron model where the corresponding error occurred, a reference to the currently processed neuron is stored. All messages can therefore also be filtered by their origin.

The corresponding set of operations on the logger represents a complete interface for the storing, printing and filtering of messages. The logMessage method inserts a new message into the log and expects the above-mentioned tuple. The getAllMessagesOfLevel method returns all messages of a specified logging level, while getAllMessagesOfNeuron returns all issues reported for a specific neuron model. The hasErrors method checks whether a neuron does or does not contain errors. The final operation of this class is the printToJson method. As introduced in the PyNestMLFrontend class, it is possible to store the overall log in a single file. For this purpose, first, it is necessary to create a sufficient representation of the log in JSON format. This task is handed over to the aforementioned method, which inspects the log and returns a corresponding JSON string representation. In conclusion, all methods of this class represent an ideal interface for a
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**Figure 3.23:** The logger and messages components: The *Logger* provides methods for reporting issues (*logMessage*) and precise retrieval of messages (e.g., *getAllMessagesOfLevel*). For a log in file format, the *printToJson* method can be used. In order to make maintenance more focused, all message strings are encapsulated in the *Messages* class. The currently set logging level, as well as individual message codes, are hereby of an enumeration type.

Troubleshooting and monitoring of textual models.

The *ASTNodeFactory* class implements the *factory* pattern [Gam95] and provides a set of methods used to initialize new AST nodes, while the *ASTUtils* class represents a rather broad collection of operations required across the overall framework. In the case of the latter, especially two methods are of interest: The *isCastableTo* method returns whether a type X can be casted to a type Y, ensuring that the types of both sides of a given declaration or assignment in the model are equal or at least castable into each other. The *differsInMagnitude* method, on the other hand, returns whether two types represent the same physical unit and only differ in the magnitude. As introduced in section 3.3, both operations are required to ensure that models are regarded as being correct although containing minor typing differences.

Transformations which are especially focused on the *equations* block and its definition of differential equations are contained in the *ASTOdeTransformer* class. Although solely used by transformations contained in the code-generating backend, this class has been decoupled and represents a self-contained unit. Independently of the concrete target platform for code generation, it is often necessary to modify all ODEs in a given model. This class provides a collection of operations for the data retrieval from and manipulation of ODEs. The *getter* functions collect function calls contained in all declared ODEs. The corresponding manipulation operations are marked by the prefix *replace* and can be used to replace certain parts of an ODE by other specifications. Although these operations could also be included in the *ASTUtils* class given their nature of manipulating an AST, for a clearer separation of concerns all operations on the ODE block have been delegated to a single
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ASTOdeTransformer</th>
<th>ASTNodeFactory</th>
<th>ASTUtils</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- functions</td>
<td>+ createASTInternalBlock(...)</td>
<td>+ getAllNeurons(...)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- sumFunctions</td>
<td>+ createASTStateBlock(...)</td>
<td>+ isSmallStmt(...)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ replaceFunctions(...)</td>
<td>+ createASTInitialValuesBlock(...)</td>
<td>+ isCompoundStmt(...)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ replaceSumCalls(...)</td>
<td>+ createASTStatement(...)</td>
<td>+ isSpikeInput(...)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ getFunctionCalls(...)</td>
<td>+ createASTDeclaration(...)</td>
<td>+ isCurrentInput(...)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ getSumFunctionCall(...)</td>
<td>+ createASTAssignment(...)</td>
<td>+ isCastableTo(...)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+ differsInMagnitude(...)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.24: AST-manipulating modules: The ASTOdeTransformer implements a set of operations focused on the retrieval of information from and modifications of the ODE block. The ASTNodeFactory offers operations for the creation of AST nodes, while ASTUtils contains a vast collection of operations on the AST.

unit. As presented in chapter 4, it is often necessary to adjust a given equations block and transform a set of expressions. By encapsulating all operations in a unit, a clear single responsibility and therefore maintainability is achieved. Figure 3.24 summarizes the provided functionality of the ASTOdeTransformer.

We conclude this section by an introduction of the higher-order visitor, a concept which has been implemented to reduce the amount of code and effort required to interact and modify a given AST. Although highly applicable, this approach can only be employed in programming languages where functions and operations are regarded as objects and can therefore be handed over as parameters to other functions. Luckily, this applies to Python and its concept of duck-typing.

Section 2.1 illustrated that it is often necessary to perform a set of operations on certain types of nodes in a given AST, e.g., whenever all function calls with a specific name and arguments have to be collected. The visitor pattern [RH17] provides a possible approach for an implementation of such procedures, where concrete operations and the visiting order are decoupled, cf. Figure 3.25. If one or the other routine has to be modified, the user can simply override the corresponding operation. However, visitors which implement simple operations still require an extension of the base class, making the hierarchy of classes less comprehensible and cluttered. Moreover, in the case that two visitors have to be combined to a single one, it is not directly possible to mix them, but required to implement a new visitor containing both. All this leads to a situation, where maintenance of components is not focused, but distributed over a hierarchy of visitors and their assisting operations, blowing up the code base with unnecessary code and repetitive definitions of new classes.

Especially in the case of PyNestML and its semantics-checking subsystem many visitors had to be written. In order to avoid the above-mentioned problems, the concept of the higher-order visitor was developed. Analogously to the (generated) base visitor, this class implements a traversal routine on the AST. However, instead of overriding the base visitor and providing all operations on the AST in a new class, it is only required to hand over a reference to the operation which should be performed on the AST. Coming back to the introductory example: Here, it is only necessary to check whether a node represents a function call, and which arguments it has. Both operations can be stored in a single
Figure 3.25: The *visitor* pattern in practice [KRV10]: Even small operations, e.g., the
collection of certain types of variables, require the usage of sub-classing, where
only a single operation is redefined.

function definition. The *higher-order visitor* therefore expects such a function reference,
traverses the AST and invokes the operation on each node. Other modifications, e.g.,
which visit a node twice or simply skip it, are directly encapsulated in the corresponding
function. Utilizing this concept, many obstacles can be eliminated. Simple visitors, e.g.,
those collecting all variables in a certain block, can be implemented with a single line of
code as illustrated in Figure 3.26. The overall code base becomes smaller, while visitors
are defined in-place together with their caller, making maintenance easy to achieve and
data encapsulation a built-in property.

Figure 3.26: The *Higher-Order Visitor*: The *visit* operation is provided by the AST whose
subtree shall be visited and the actual operation. This operation can be
either declared in-place by *lambda expressions* or as a reference to a different
function. The higher-order visitor traverses the tree and invokes the function
on each node.
In this section, we presented all assisting classes as contained in the framework:

- **FrontendConfiguration**: A configuration class used to store handed over parameters.
- **PyNestMLFrontend**: A class providing a simple interface to PyNestML.
- **Logger and Messages**: A logger with a set of corresponding messages for precise and easy to filter logs.
- **ASTNodeFactory and ASTUtils**: Collections of assisting operations as used to create and modify ASTs.
- **ASTOdeTransformer**: A component specialized on manipulating ODE blocks.
- **ASTHigherOrderVisitor**: A visitor which expects a function, which is then executed on each node in the AST. Makes inheritance for simple visitors no longer necessary.

All these components make PyNestML easier to maintain and ensure basic qualities of a software, namely data abstraction, separation of concerns and single responsibility. As we will see in chapter 5, all these characteristics are highly anticipated and make integration of extensions an easy to achieve goal.

### 3.5 Summary: Model-processing Frontend

In this section we demonstrated how the model-processing frontend of NestML was reengineered and migrated to a new platform. We demonstrated how individual components were implemented and which intentions directed individual concepts. Here, especially the separation of concerns and single responsible of components had priority: Each subsystem is implemented with the smallest possible interface. Changes on components are focused and continuity is given. All introduced components have been developed based on the Continuous Integration (CI, [FF06]) and Test Driven Development (TDD, [Bec03]) approaches, thus all subsystems, from the lexer and parser to the ASTSymbolTableVisitor, are provided with a rich set of tests, automatically executed with each released update. The result of the processes as involved in the frontend is hereby the representation of a textual model by means of an AST, where the semantical correctness of the represented model has been ensured by the SymbolTable and a set of context conditions. This AST will be used in chapter 4 to create a transformed, target simulator-specific model.
Chapter 4
The Generating Backend

The generation of executable code is one of the most important aspects of a DSL-processing framework and enables the validation of the modeled concepts. The transformation of a textual model to an executable representation by means of a DSL framework prevents a manual, error-prone mapping of models to target platforms. In the case of (Py)NestML, the NEST simulator [GD07] was selected as the first major platform for code generation. NEST represents a powerful simulation environment for biological neural networks and is implemented in C++. In this chapter, we will demonstrate how the code-generating backend was reengineered to generate NEST specific C++ code. For this purpose, section 4.1 will first introduce the orchestrating NestCodeGenerator class and subsequently demonstrate how models are adjusted to be more NEST affine. An overview of the components used to generate NEST-specific code concludes this chapter. Figure 4.1 illustrates the subsystems introduced in this chapter and their relations.

4.1 AST Transformations and Code Generation

In order to demonstrate the code-generating backend, this section will first introduce the coordinating NestCodeGenerator class and show how the code generation is prepared by transforming the handed over AST to a more efficient form. Subsequently, we highlight a set of templates used for the generation of NEST-specific C++ code. Concluding, an introduction to the special case of expression handling as implemented in the ExpressionPrettyPrinter class is given. Figure 4.2 illustrates all components of the reengineered backend.

The NestCodeGenerator class orchestrates all steps required to generate NEST-specific artifacts. The overall interface of this class consists of the analyseAndGenerateNeuron and generateModuleCode methods. By separating the code generation into two different operations, a clear single responsibility is achieved. While all steps necessary to generate the C++ implementation of a neuron model are executed in the analyseAndGenerateNeuron method, the task of generating a set of setup artifacts is delegated to the generateModuleCode method. The analyseAndGenerateNeuron function hereby implements the following steps: First, the assisting solveOdesAndShapes function is executed which indicates whether a transformation of the model to a more efficient structure is possible. If so, the AST is handed over to the further-on presented EquationsBlockProcessor class, cf. Figure 4.4, and a restructured AST is computed. Back to the orchestrating analyseAndGenerateNeuron method, an update of the symbol table is invoked by means of the ASTSymbolTableVisitor, cf. section 3.3. This step is required in order to update the
Figure 4.1: Overview of the code-generating backend: The model-processing frontend provides an input AST for the code generation. The NEST-specific backend first transforms the AST by means of the model transformation subsystem, before the NEST code generator is used to generate the respective C++ code. The instructions how the AST has to be adapted are computed by an external ODE-toolbox.

Figure 4.2: Overview of the NEST code generator.
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Figure 4.3: Processing of a model in the NEST backend.

model’s symbols according to the restructured AST where new declarations have been added. Finally, the generation of C++ code is started by means of the \texttt{generateModelCode} method. Responsible for the generation of a header as well as an implementation file of a concrete neuron model, this operation delegates the work to the \texttt{generateModelHeader} and \texttt{generateModelImplementation} subroutines. Figure 4.3 summarizes the above introduced workflow.

Depending on the selected simulator or environment different concepts are supported. This circumstance has to be regarded whenever code is generated. While simulation environments such as LEMS [CGC+14] support physical units as an integral part of the simulation, others such as NEST do not. In order to avoid unsupported declarations of models, an AST-to-AST transformation is implemented which restructures the source model to a target platform supported format. Besides missing support for certain concepts, also an optimization of declared models is often of interest. Transformations, therefore, enable a DSL framework to adjust models to specific targets and generate efficient code.

In the case of PyNestML, all transformations of neuron models are focused on the \textit{equations} block, where, depending on the stated declarations, models are restructured and definitions transformed to a more efficient and easy to generate form. The target simulation environment NEST utilizes the GNU Scientific Library (GSL, [Gou09]) for the evaluation and integration of differential equations. GLS expects a special form of the \textit{equations} block where only \textit{ordinary differential equations} (ODEs) with their respective starting values have been declared. Such a form enables an efficient computation and handling of neuron spikes. For models which contain declared \textit{shapes} it is therefore necessary to compute an exact solution where the \textit{equations} block evolution is replaced by direct computation steps. In cases where such an optimization is not possible, at least a transformation of all \textit{shapes} to equivalent representations by means of ODEs and initial values shall be computed. Such a form of the neuron model avoids time-consuming evaluation of \textit{shapes} for each time-step. To summarize, the first major task of the code generator is to perform an AST-to-AST transformation where the \textit{equations} block is replaced by an exact solution or all \textit{shapes} have been converted to ODEs and initial values. All this helps to normalize the generated code and therefore to ease its evaluation.

In order to compute these optimizations, the ODE-toolbox as introduced by Blundell et al. [BPEM18] is integrated. Written in Python, the ODE-toolbox can be used in a black box manner to restructure a stated \textit{equations} block to a less computationally expensive form. Amongst others, it features concepts for a derivation of exact solutions, elimination of computationally expensive \textit{shapes}, and constants folding. For an interaction with this tool, it is first necessary to convert the \textit{equations} block to a representation processable by the ODE-toolbox, and subsequently, integrate the computed new formulation of the ODE or an exact solution into the source AST. The referenced ODE-toolbox is implemented in
Figure 4.4: The model transformation subsystem: The EquationsBlockProcessor receives a neuron model. The equations block is extracted and handed over to the ODE-toolbox by means of the SymPySolver wrapper class. The returned result is finally processed by the transformers and integrated into the AST.

Figure 4.5: From NestML to JSON: In order to interact with the ODE-toolbox, all declarations contained in the equations block are converted to JSON format.

an environment-agnostic manner, where an exchange of data with the toolbox is performed over the platform-independent JSON format [NPR109]. Before the ODE-toolbox can be used, it is therefore first necessary to create a representation of a model’s properties in JSON format. Such a handling makes the used ODE-toolbox an exchangeable component, where only the wrapper converting and exchanging data has to be adjusted whenever a different toolbox is used. PyNestML delegates the interaction with the toolbox to the SymPySolver class. Summarizing, the overall process as employed in this component can be described as follows: Given an equations block, print its specifications to an equivalent JSON string. Hand over the generated JSON object to the ODE-toolbox and finally invoke the optimizing routine. Afterwards, the computed results are integrated into the AST by the EquationsBlockProcessor class and its assisting components. Figure 4.4 illustrates the AST-transforming part of the NEST code generator.

The task of creating a JSON representation of a given equations block is handled by the InputJSON method. The purpose of this operation is to analyze the equations block, print all components to a processable format and finally restructure it into a correct JSON string. This function retrieves three different types of equation specifications as definable in the equations block, namely all shapes, functions and equations. Instead
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Figure 4.6: Interaction with the ODE-toolbox: Stated declarations in the source model are transformed to an equivalent representation in JSON format and handed over to the ODE-toolbox. The computed modifications are de-constructed from JSON format to a collection of individual definitions and integrated into the model.

of handing over an AST to the ODE-toolbox, all expressions are first printed by means of the ExpressionPrettyPrinter class, cf. Figure 4.2, to a Python-processable format. By exchanging strings instead of objects, a better control and comprehension of all side effects is achieved. For all three types of declarations in the equations block, PyNestML implements an additional printing routine: The printEquation function retrieves the name of the left-hand side variable together with the differential order and combines it with the right-hand side expression printed by the ExpressionPrettyPrinter. This procedure is executed analogously for shapes and functions. Finally, it remains to combine the stored strings to a valid JSON format. The InputJSON function therefore iterates over the stored strings and combines them by means of a correct syntax as illustrated in Figure 4.5. The result of the process as implemented in this function is a JSON string encapsulating all equations block specifications in a format processable by the ODE-toolbox.

Having a representation of the equations block in an appropriate string format, PyNestML starts to interact with the ODE-toolbox. The concrete communication is hereby delegated to the orchestrating SymPySolver class. This component represents a wrapper for the ODE-toolbox and executes all steps as required to communicate with the toolbox and convert the input and output to appropriate formats, cf. Figure 4.6. The input format is hereby encapsulated in a JSON string as constructed by the InputJSON function, which is subsequently handed over to the compute-solution operation of the ODE-toolbox. The result of this operation is a set of modified declarations where certain parts have been replaced or simplified, e.g., shapes represented by ODEs and initial values. Analogously to the input, the output as returned by the toolbox is also represented by means of a string in JSON format. It is, therefore, necessary to parse the modified declarations and inject them into the currently processed AST. In order to make the overall processing modular and easy to maintain, PyNestML implements the OutputJSON function which is solely used to de-construct a JSON string to a collection of individual elements. The actual processing and injection of computed ODE declarations into ASTs is delegated to the TransformerBase and its assisting classes.

The OutputJSON function returns a dictionary of fields for different declarations as computed by the ODE-toolbox. All fields store the modified ODE declarations as a string, while the actual parsing is executed by subsequent components. The status field, for instance, indicates whether any problems occurred during the equations block processing. The remaining fields analogously define other properties which can be added by the ODE-toolbox, e.g., new state variables and differential equations. The decomposed output as
stored in the dictionary can now be used to perform an AST-to-AST transformation.

Having an optimized structure of the equations block, PyNestML starts to transform the AST. Here, depending on the type of the returned solution, a different handling is required. However, which handling is concretely executed should not be a concern of PyNestML, but rather selected according to the toolbox output. This routine is therefore implemented in the EquationsBlockProcessor class which encapsulates all steps of the transformation in a single method. Consequently, whenever it is required to analyze a given model and transform it according to the computed modifications, the functionality as contained in this class is used. The underlying processing is hidden and therefore easy to exchange and maintain.

The transformation of a neuron model can be invoked by means of the solveOde-WithShapes method of the EquationsBlockProcessor. This operation expects a single neuron model and performs a series of steps as illustrated in Figure 4.7. First, a new deep copy of the processed AST is created. Potentially having several targets for code generation with individual transformations, each backend transformation should work on a local copy instead of modifying a global one. Without creating a local working copy, each modification would be visible to all implemented backends, possibly preventing correct processing whenever a transformation is not appropriate for a given target. Subsequently, the routine checks whether an equations block is present. Obviously, no modifications are required if no equations are given, thus the operation terminates and returns the current working copy. Otherwise, the content of the neuron’s equations block is delegated to the previously introduced SymPySolver class. Depending on the results as returned by the ODE-toolbox, a different handling is employed: In the case that at least one shape and exactly one equation are contained in the textual model, the toolbox is most often able to compute an exact solution. Computed modifications of this type contain new variables and assignments, thus the task to transform the processed working copy is delegated to the ExactSolutionTransformer class, cf. Figure 4.4. Expecting a JSON string, this class parses and injects all returned modifications into the processed AST. In cases where a given equations block contains only shapes, the ODE-toolbox tries to derive a solution where shapes are replaced by equations and initial values, making the computation less time and resources consuming. The corresponding adaption of the AST is delegated to the ShapesToOdesTransformer class which replaces shapes by their computed ODE counterpieces. The ExactSolutionTransformer and ShapesToOdesTransformer classes hereby import the assisting TransformerBase class. This component contains general functional-
ity as required to process both types of returned solutions, e.g., the applyIncomingSpikes
method which replaces all convolve function calls in the equations block by concrete update
instructions, e.g., assignments of values stored in buffers to state-variables. For certain
types of declarations, the ODE-toolbox by Blundell et al. is not able to derive a more
efficient solution [BPEM18]. In these cases, the NEST simulator performs a time consuming
numeric integration of the unmodified equations block. Not supported declarations
as well as errors during the equations block processing are hereby indicated by the status
field of the JSON object as returned by the toolbox. In this case, the local working copy
of the AST is not further modified but simply returned to the code-generating subsystem.
As previously stated, the overall processing implements a transformation which is specific
to the NEST simulator. However, other backends may also reuse parts of the presented
classes. Consequently, all concrete transformations as implemented in the ExactSolution-
Transformer, ShapesToOdesTransformer as well as the TransformationBase class have
been summarized in a dedicated module.

The optimized representation of the source model is returned to the orchestrating analyseAndGenerateNeuron method of the NestCodeGenerator class. Here, it is first prepared
for the code generation by retrieving general characteristics and setting up a generation
context which states, e.g., whether a spike buffer is contained in the model. Subsequently,
a template engine and a set of templates are used to generate model-specific C++ code.
The result of this step is an executable representation of a source model as well as a set of
additional artifacts which can now be used to integrate the neuron model into the NEST
simulator.

Jinja2 as well as many other template engines often do not directly interact with the
AST, but follow a more general concept by operating on a generation context. Such a
context consists of a map from identifiers to objects, methods and other properties. For
instance, if the generating routine has to be able to interact with the ASTUtils class, it
is required to create a dictionary mapping a unique identifier to an ASTUtils class refer-
ence. This identifier can then be used in the context of the template to interact with the
responding object. Before the code generation is invoked, it is therefore first necessary
to set up a generation context. In the case of PyNestML, this context consists of several
processed objects as well as assisting classes, cf. Figure 4.8. For the sake of modularity, the
creation of an appropriate context is delegated to the setupStandardNamespace function
which instantiates a generation context according to the handed over AST.

Having a set up context, the NestCodeGenerator initiates the actual code generation by
invoking the render operation on the further on introduced templates, with the result being
a set of generated C++ artifacts as illustrated in Figure 4.9. In order to enable an easy to
achieve integration of the generated C++ code into the NEST infrastructure, PyNestML
implements a concept for the generation of setup files. By utilizing predefined extension
points of NEST, new neuron models can be integrated into the simulation environment by
means of a corresponding module file. The task of generating these artifacts is delegated to
the generateModuleCode procedure. Except for a different set of templates, this method
behaves analogously to the above-introduced generateModelCode procedure. After all
model-specific as well as setup artifacts have been generated, the control is returned to the
PyNestML workflow unit.

As demonstrated in section 2.1, often target implementations can be described in a
Figure 4.8: The \textit{NESTCodeGenerator} class and assisting components.

Figure 4.9: Generated artifacts of the Izhikevich neuron model.

schematic way by means of a template, where placeholders are replaced by model-specific details in order to get executable code. These templates represent a major component of a code generator and are used by the above-introduced routines, e.g., the \textit{generate-ModelHeader} method. The implemented NEST backend employs six governing templates and a set of assisting sub-templates. Models of neurons are generated by means of the \textit{NeuronHeader} and \textit{NeuronClass} template, while the generation of a model integration file is delegated to the \textit{ModuleHeader} and \textit{ModuleClass} templates. The generation of setup files is delegated to the \textit{SLLInit} and \textit{CMakeList} templates. Figure 4.10 exemplifies how templates are used by means of generated C++ code. The processing as executed by the generator engine involves a retrieval of data from the model’s AST and the symbol table, and a replacement of placeholders in the evaluated template. All required declarations are hereby extracted from the AST by the corresponding \textit{getter} operation, e.g., \textit{getStateSymbols}, and stored in C++ syntax.

While templates, in general, are able to depict an arbitrary syntax, their usage can become inconvenient whenever many cases have to be regarded and conditional branching occurs. This problem becomes more apparent when dealing with expressions: While the overall form of the AST is restructured to be more NEST affine, individual elements remain untouched and are still represented in PyNestML syntax. However, certain details such as the used physical units are not supported by NEST. It is therefore required to transform atomic elements such as variables and constants to an appropriate representation in NEST. Moreover, in a single model it may be necessary to represent a certain element in different ways, e.g., Figure 4.11. Consequently, it is not possible to simply modify
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Figure 4.10: Templates and the generated code of the *Izhikevich* neuron model.

```cpp
izhikevich_neuron::izhikevich_neuron(): Archiving_Node(), P_(), S_(), B_(*this) {
    recordablesMap_.create();
    P_.gsl_error_tol = 1e-3;
    P_.a = 0.02;  // as real
    P_.b = 0.2;   // as real
    P_.c = (-65*1.0); // as mV
}

extern "C" inline int izhikevich_neuron_dynamics(double, const double ode_state[], double f[], void* pnode) {
    typedef izhikevich_neuron::State_ State_;  
    assert(pnode);  
    const izhikevich_neuron & node = *(reinterpret_cast<izhikevich_neuron*>(pnode));
    f[State_::V_m] = (0.04 * ode_state[State_::V_m] * ode_state[State_::V_m]);
    f[State_::U_m] = node.get_a() * (node.get_b() * ode_state[State_::V_m] - ode_state[State_::U_m] * 1.0);
    return GSL_SUCCESS;
}

void izhikevich_neuron::update(nest::Time const& origin, const long from, const long to) {
    double __t = 0;
    for (long lag = from; lag < to; ++lag) {
        B_.spikes_grid_sum_ = get_spikes().get_value(lag);
        B_.currents_grid_sum_ = get_currents().get_value(lag);
        __t = 0;
        // integration step, starting from t and bounded by step;
        while ( __t < B_.step ) {
            int status = gsl_odeiv_evolve_apply(...);
            ...
        }
        S_.ode_state[State_::V_m] += B_.spikes_grid_sum_;
        if (S_.ode_state[State_::V_m] < P_.V_min) {  // IfStatement
            S_.ode_state[State_::V_m] = P_.c;  // Assignment
        }
        ...
    }
}
```

Figure 4.11: Context sensitive target syntax.

\[ \begin{align*}
V &= e \times V_{\text{init}} \\
V &= \text{numerics}:: e \times \text{node.get.V.init()} \\
\end{align*} \]
the AST to use appropriate references and definitions. PyNestML solves this problem by using an ad-hoc solution as implemented in the `ExpressionPrettyPrinter` class. Mostly used whenever expressions have to be printed, this class is able to generate a handed over AST object in a specified syntax. Similar to the type deriving routine, cf. section 3.2, the `ExpressionPrettyPrinter` class first descends to the leaves of a handed over expression node. Subsequently, all leaf nodes are printed to a target-specific format, before being combined by counterpieces of the stated operators. This process is executed until the root node has been reached. The returned result is then used to replace a placeholder in the template by a string representation of the expression.

The key principle of the `ExpressionPrettyPrinter` class is its composable nature: While the `ExpressionPrettyPrinter` only dictates how subexpressions and elements have to be printed and combined, the task to derive the actual syntax of elements and operators is delegated to so-called *reference converters*. Implementing the *template and hook* pattern [VHJG95], here it is possible to utilize different reference converters to print elements and operators into a different syntax. Figure 4.12 demonstrates how expressions are transformed to a string representation by utilizing the above-introduced routine.

The abstract `IReferenceConverter` class declares which operations concrete reference converter classes have to implement. Besides converting functions for binary as well as unary operators, it is also necessary to map variables, constants and function calls. All these elements are therefore provided with their respective *convert* functions expecting an AST node of a corresponding type. The `ExpressionPrettyPrinter` class hereby stores a reference to the currently used reference converter, which is then used to convert the above-mentioned elements. The separation of a reference converter and the pretty printer leads to an easily maintainable and extensible system: Similar to the visitor pattern, cf. section 3.1, where only the *visit* method has to be adjusted, here the user can simply replace or extend the reference converter without the need to modify the overall printing routine. Moreover, the code-generating routine becomes composable, where the implemented pretty printer can be independently combined with different reference converters.

The `NESTReferenceConverter` is the first concrete implementation of the `IReferenceConverter` class and is used whenever concepts of NestML have to be converted to those in NEST. Being used in almost all parts of the provided templates, this class features a con-
version of operators and constants to their equivalents of the NEST library. As illustrated in Figure 4.12, each element of a given expression is inspected individually and a counter-piece in NEST is returned, making the generated code semantically correct and references valid. The \textit{GSLReferenceConverter} class implements the handling of references which is only required in the context of \textit{equation} blocks. NEST utilizes GSL for the evolvement of equations. Consequently, references as stated in the \textit{equations} block have to resolve to elements of GSL. The \textit{GSLReferenceConverter} hereby inspects the handed over element and returns the respective counter-piece. If a mapping is not defined, the element is simply returned without any modifications.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{convertToCPPName}
\caption{Adaption of syntax by the \textit{convertToCPPName} method.}
\end{figure}

C++ as well as many other languages do not support the apostrophe as a valid part of an identifier. Consequently, variables stated together with their differential order can not be directly generated as C++ code. PyNestML solves this problem by implementing an on-demand transformation of names, executed whenever a variable is processed during code generation. In the case that the name of a generated element contains an invalid literal, PyNestML employs the \textit{convertToCPPName} operation which prefixes a variable for each stated order by the letter \textit{D}, cf. Figure 4.13, resulting in a valid C++ syntax. Moreover, as illustrated in Figure 4.10, generated code features information hiding where attributes of objects and classes can only be accessed by the corresponding data access operations. Together with the \textit{convertToCPPName} function, a conversion of names and references to their respective data access operation is implemented in the \textit{NestNamesConverter}, respectively \textit{GSLNamesConverter} class for the processing of equations. Both elements are accessed during code generation and the usage of the \textit{ExpressionPrettyPrinter} class.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|l|l|}
\hline
\textbf{NestML} & \textbf{NEST} \\
\hline
integer & int \\
real & double \\
string & string \\
void & void \\
boolean & bool \\
buffers & RingBuffer \\
SI units & double \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Mapping of NestML types to NEST.}
\end{figure}

The second type of assisting component, namely the \textit{NestPrinter} class, is used across the overall backend and implements several methods as often required. The \textit{printOrigin} method, for instance, states from which type of block the corresponding variable or constant originates. Depending on the origin, a different prefix is attached, e.g., \textit{S} for state or \textit{P} for parameters. Such a handling is required given the fact, that all attributes in the generated code are stored in \textit{structs} \cite{Sch98} of their respective types. By prefixing
an element’s name by a reference to its structure, the correctness of generated code is preserved.

The \texttt{NESTML2NestTypeConverter} class provides a mapping from NestML types to appropriate types in C++, cf. Figure 4.14. It should be noted that NestML buffers represent variables and consequently have to be declared with a respective type. For this purpose, NEST’s implementation of the \texttt{RingBuffer} is used as the corresponding counterpart. Whenever an element is generated, the functionality contained in the \texttt{NESTML2NestTypeConverter} class is used and an appropriate NEST type is returned.

![Figure 4.15: Common neuroscientific physical units.](image)

In the case of physical units additional handling is required. NEST assumes that only a restricted set of physical units, the so-called common neuroscientific units as illustrated in Figure 4.15, are used. In the case that a given constant or variable utilizes a physical unit, the corresponding C++ code is generated without any units and only the numeric part is regarded. Nonetheless, to preserve semantical equivalence of the generated code and the source model, the scalar of a unit is derived in the following manner: In the case that an atomic unit is given, e.g., \( mV \), PyNestML checks whether it is a common neuroscientific unit or not. If so, the neutral scalar 1 is returned. Otherwise, the value is scaled in relation to its common neuroscientific unit, e.g., \( V \) is converted to \( mV \) and the scalar 1000 is returned. In the case that a compound unit is used, e.g., \( mV \times s \), the evaluation is executed recursively and all scalars combined. Figure 4.16 illustrates this procedure. The \texttt{UnitConverter} class implements a routine which is able to perform these steps and scale values according to their physical units. This component is invoked during the generation of expressions and declarations to C++ code, and preserves semantical equivalence of the initial model and the generated code.

![Figure 4.16: The conversion of physical units from PyNestML to NEST.](image)

However, a mapping of physical units to their respective scalars is not bijective. For
instance, the scalar $1000$ in a generated expression could originate from the unit volt or second, or be a simple scalar stated in the source model. Such a handling makes troubleshooting of generated code complex where the origin of an element is not directly clear. This problem is solved by the IdempotentReferenceConverter class, a component which implements a simple identity mapping, i.e., all elements are converted to themselves. This class is used during the generation of a model’s documentation where all variables, types, as well as references, are generated in plain NestML syntax.

Together with the above-presented set of assisting classes, the functionality as implemented in the ExpressionPrettyPrinter class enables PyNestML to print complex expressions and other declarations without utilizing templates with cascaded branching and sub-templates for the generation of atomic parts, e.g., function calls. The result is an easy to maintain set of components, where complexity is distributed across several subsystems and no god classes or templates [Rie96] are used.

4.2 Summary: The code-generating Backend

We conclude this chapter by a brief overview of the implemented routines as well as the performed refactoring steps. Section 4.1 demonstrated how NEST-specific C++ code can be generated from an optimized AST. Here, we first introduced the coordinating NestCodeGenerator class and showed how code generation is prepared. To this end, we outlined how declarations of models can be optimized by restructuring the equations block to a more efficient form. The computation of the optimizations is hereby delegated to the ODE-toolbox by Blundell et al. In order to integrate the results as returned by the toolbox, we implemented the EquationsBlockProcessor and its assisting classes. Together, these two components yield a more efficient definition of a model. Subsequently, we highlighted a set of templates used to depict the general structure of generated C++ code. In order to reduce the complexity in the used templates, PyNestML delegated the task of generating expressions to the ExpressionPrettyPrinter class. Together, these components implement a process which achieves a model to text transformation on textual models.

PyNestML has been developed with the intent to provide a base for future development and extensions. As we demonstrated in section 4.1, the transformation used to construct NEST-affine and efficient code has been called from within the NEST code generator as a preprocessing step. Future backends for target platform-specific code generation can, therefore, implement their individual and self-contained transformations, while all back-ends receive the same, unmodified input from the frontend. Individual modifications of the AST can be easily implemented as composable filters in the AST processing pipeline. Nonetheless, some of the model optimization steps are of target platform-agnostic nature, e.g., simplification of physical units, and are therefore implemented as a target-unspecific component in the workflow. Moreover, the key principle of the ExpressionPrettyPrinter, namely its composability by means of reference converters, represents a reusable component which can be used for code generation to arbitrary target platforms. All this leads to a situation where extensions can be implemented by composing existing components.
Chapter 5
Extending PyNestML

As typical for all types of software, requirements of the implementation often change. PyNestML was implemented with the aim to provide a modular and easy to extend framework which can be adjusted and reconfigured by exchanging components, e.g., context conditions and reference converters. In this chapter, we will briefly demonstrate how extensions to PyNestML can be implemented. Representing components which are often adapted, the following use cases are introduced:

- Grammar: How can the grammar artifacts be extended and in consequence which components have to be adapted?
- Context Conditions: How can new semantical rules be introduced?
- Code Generation: How can the code generator be extended?

All three scenarios represent use cases which often occur when new types of supported concepts are introduced.

5.1 Modifying the Grammar

The following (hypothetical) use case illustrates the extension of the grammar: A new type of block shall be introduced. Declaring constraints which have to hold in each simulation step, this block contains boolean expressions representing invariants of the neuron model. It is therefore first necessary to extend PyNestML’s grammar to support a new type of blocks. Figure 5.1 illustrates how a new grammar rule is introduced to support this use case.

Figure 5.1: New grammar rules: In order to include a new grammar rule, the existing body production is extended by a reference to the extension. The invariantBlock production encapsulates the added concept.
The grammar artifacts represent the starting point of each DSL. Consequently, all modification to the grammar have to be propagated to components which depend on its structure, namely:

- The lexer and parser used to parse a model to a parse tree.
- The AST classes storing details retrieved from the parse tree.
- The base visitor as well as the `ASTBuilderVisitor` classes.
- The symbol table building visitor as encapsulated in the `ASTSymbolTableVisitor`.

In section 3.1 we introduced how a manual implementation process of the lexer and parser can be avoided by utilizing Antlr. By executing Antlr on the modified grammar artifact, an implementation of the lexer and parser adapted to the extensions is generated. Together, these components are used to create the parse tree representation of a model. Proceeding, it is now necessary to provide a mutable data structure which is able to hold details retrieved from the parse tree. A new `ASTInvariantBlock` class is therefore implemented which holds all details of the new rule. As shown in Figure 5.1, each invariant block consists of a set of expressions. Consequently, the `ASTInvariantBlock` class features an attribute which stores lists of `ASTExpression` objects. Together with a set of data retrieval and modification operations, this class represents a data structure which is able to hold all invariants of a neuron model.

Having a modified meta model, it remains to adapt PyNestML to retrieve invariants from the parse tree. PyNestML delegates the initialization of an AST to the `ASTBuilderVisitor` class, cf. section 3.1. Figure 5.2 illustrates how the AST-building routine has to be adapted to regard the new `invariant` block. Here, it is also necessary to extend the existing `visitASTBody` rule to include the instantiation of `ASTInvariantBlock` nodes. With the modified structure of an AST where a new type of node has been added, it is also necessary to adapt the `ASTVisitor` class. Implementing a basic traversal routine on the AST, here it is crucial to include an additional traversal method for the new type of AST node as well as the corresponding visit routine. Both methods can then be extended in concrete visitors in order to interact with the `invariant` block. As illustrated in Figure 5.3, all extensions are focused in a small set of methods. Besides a modification of the dispatcher methods, individual monomorphic functions are added.

An initialized AST represents a base for further checks and modifications. Section 3.3 illustrated how semantical checks are implemented by means of a symbol table and a set of context conditions. With a new type of block, it is therefore necessary to adapt the symbol table building routine. Extending the `ASTVisitor` class, all modifications are focused in the `ASTSymbolTableVisitor`. Figure 5.4 illustrates how the symbol table construction routine has to be adapted. Together, these steps enable PyNestML to parse a model containing the new `invariant` block, construct the respective AST and populate the symbol table with all required details.

### 5.2 Adding Context Conditions

Whenever a DSL is extended by new concepts, it also becomes necessary to regard additional semantic rules. In the case of the `invariant` block, it is essential to ensure that only
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Figure 5.2: Modifying the AST builder: In order to initialize an AST according to the new grammar, the ASTBuilderVisitor is extended by an ASTInvariantBlock node building method. An adaptation of the existing visitASTBody method includes the new rule.

```
# ASTBuilderVisitor.py

def visitASTBody(self, ctx):
    body_elements = list()
    if ctx.invariantBlock is not None:
        body_elements.append(self.visit(ctx.invariantBlock()))
    ...  
    sourcePos = ...
    body = ASTNodeFactory.makeASTBody(body_elements, sourcePos)
    return body

def visitASTInvariantBlock(self, ctx):
    expressions = list()
    for expr in ctx.expression():
        expressions.append(self.visit(expr))
    ...  
    sourcePos = ...
    invariantBlock = ASTNodeFactory.makeASTInvariantBlock(expressions, sourcePos)
    return invariantBlock
```

Figure 5.3: Modifying the AST visitor: The ASTVisitor class is adapted to support the new type of AST node. The dispatcher functions are adapted, while new monomorphic hook methods are added.

```
# ASTVisitor.py

def visit(self, node):
    if isinstance(node, ASTInvariantBlock):
        self.visitASTInvariantBlock(node)
    ...  

def traverse(self, node):
    if isinstance(node, ASTInvariantBlock):
        self.traverseASTInvariantBlock(node)
    ...  

def endvisit(self, node):
    if isinstance(node, ASTInvariantBlock):
        self.endvisitASTInvariantBlock(node)
    ...  
```

The `visitASTBody` method in the ASTBuilderVisitor class now calls the `visitASTInvariantBlock` method to handle invariant blocks. Similarly, the ASTVisitor class is adapted to handle these new ASTNode types by extending its dispatcher methods and adding new monomorphic hook methods.
Figure 5.4: Adapting the *ASTSymbolTableVisitor* method is extended to regard the new type of block, while the actual handling of the block is delegated to the *visitASTInvariantBlock* method.

boolean expressions have been stated in this type of block. With an initialized AST, this property can be easily checked by a new context condition. Whenever new semantic rules are established, it is therefore necessary to implement the following adaptation:

- A new context condition implementing all required context checks.
- A modification of the coordinating *CoCosManager* class.

In order to achieve modularity, each context condition is encapsulated in an individual class. The new *CoCoInvariantBlockCorrectlyTyped* class therefore implements all processes as required to check the handed over AST for correctness. Concrete checks are delegated to the *InvariantTypeCheckVisitor* class. Extending the *ASTVisitor*, this class implements a routine which visits the *ASTInvariantBlock* node of a given AST and iterates over all stated expressions. Section 3.2 illustrated a preprocessing of the AST where the types of all expressions have been derived. It therefore only remains to check whether a boolean expression has been stated. Figure 5.5 outlines how these modifications are implemented.

PyNestML delegates the task of checking models for semantical correctness to the orchestrating *CoCosManager* class. Storing references to all implemented context conditions, this class encapsulates all implemented semantical checks. It is therefore necessary to extend this class by a reference to the above-introduced *CoCoInvariantBlockCorrectlyTyped*. Whenever a processed model is checked, all context conditions are consecutively invoked on the AST and errors are reported. Figure 5.6 illustrates how the *CoCosManager* class has to be extended to regard a new context condition.

### 5.3 Modifying the code-generating Backend

With the introduction of new concepts to the model-processing frontend, it is also often intended to generate new artifacts or additional code. Extensions are hereby focused in the
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```
# CoCoInvariantBlockCorrectlyTyped.py

class CoCoInvariantBlockCorrectlyTyped(CoCo):
    @classmethod
    def checkCoCo(cls, neuron):
        visitor = InvariantTypeCheckVisitor()
        neuron.accept(visitor)

class InvariantTypeCheckVisitor(ASTVisitor):
    def visitASTInvariantBlock(self, node):
        for expr in node.getExpressions():
            if expr.getType() is not PredefinedTypes.getBooleanType():
                Logger.logMessage(...)

Figure 5.5: Adding context conditions: Each context condition is implemented in a self-contained class with all required functionality to check the context.
```

```
# CoCosManager.py

class CoCosManager(object):
    ...

def postSymbolTableChecks(cls, neuron):
    ...
    CoCoInvariantBlockCorrectlyTyped.checkCoCo(neuron)
    CoCoAllVariablesDefined.checkCoCo(neuron)
    ...

Figure 5.6: Extending the CoCosManager: New context conditions have to be made known to the managing CoCosManager class.
```
Figure 5.7: Inclusion of new templates: The existing set of templates is modified to include additional templates. For the sake of modularity, each extension should be implemented in an individual artifact.

...
Chapter 6

The MontiCore Language Workbench

As shown in the previous chapters, the engineering of domain-specific languages is an error-prone process with many pitfalls and hard to find mistakes. While errors in the underlying grammars can be mostly detected and reported by the processing tools, many other components are completely written by hand and require a manual review process in order to detect unintended behavior or side effects. Here, the generation of software components has emerged as a possible solution to avoid these problems and accelerate the overall development process of a DSL. By verifying the component-generating framework by means of formal approaches [Ble05], it can be ensured that the generated results are correct. Several tools and complex workbenches have been developed in recent years supporting a wide range of tasks, cf. [SSVb], from the generation of the underlying structure of the required components, e.g., classes where all methods have to be implemented by hand, through to more complex subsystems with fully functional routines such as visitors [HNRW16]. In this work, we will focus on the state-of-the-art language workbench MontiCore [KRV10, RH17] and demonstrate how a correct extension and integration of this framework can significantly reduce the overall implementation effort. The goal of this chapter is, therefore, to illustrate how MontiCore can be extended to support a new platform for the generation of several components as introduced in previous chapters, making a manual adaptation of the code base unnecessary whenever new extensions to PyNestML are implemented. For this purpose, we first briefly introduce MontiCore’s workflow in section 6.1, before demonstrating in section 6.2 how it can be extended to support a new target platform.

6.1 The Workflow of MontiCore

The MontiCore Language Workbench is a framework developed with the intent to support and, in part, automate the development of DSLs. MontiCore provides a rich and expressive grammar declaration language for the definition of the abstract and concrete syntax in the same artifact. For this purpose, a syntax similar to Antlr was selected and enriched by several semantical as well as syntactical concepts, e.g., interfaces which enable the concept of inclusion polymorphism [Rey09] in grammar rules. With more than one decade in practice, many quality of life features were evaluated and integrated to accelerate a grammar definition and reduce the poor legibility as often present in defined grammars. Syntactical adaptations were focused on a clearer declaration of grammars, e.g., where tokens and grammar rules can be directly distinguished by their respective keywords. The core of MontiCore is a powerful grammar-processing engine, enabling the automated
transformation and generation of a large set of components as often required in concrete DSLs: Besides AST classes\(^1\) for all instantiable elements of the handed over grammar, MontiCore features a routine for an automated derivation and generation of AST visitors [HNRW16]. For the sake of semantical correctness of read-in models as processed by the handled DSL, MontiCore partially generates the structure of a symbol table and context conditions [HMSNR15]. The generation of a lexer and parser for the language as denoted by the grammar artifact completes the feature set, enabling the user of the workbench to derive a self-contained and easy to adapt collection of tools for the declared DSL. MontiCore, therefore, represents an ideal starting point for the engineering of new modeling languages, where many components are no longer written by hand but generated by the workbench.

Figure 6.1 illustrates the overall grammar-processing routine which consists of three major steps, each of which implemented as a modular component and geared together to generate a DSL-specific toolchain. The workflow is initiated by providing the workbench with one or more DSL-defining grammars, an artifact written in MontiCore’s grammar specification language and identifiable by the file ending mc4. MontiCore grammars feature a syntax which is structured according to the Extended Backus-Naur Form (EBNF) and is similar to other existing grammar specification languages, cf. [PLW+00]. Analogously to Antlr, cf. section 2.1, a grammar artifact is composed of lexer and parser productions, defining the abstract as well as concrete syntax of a DSL [Kra10]. Here, a modular and concise structure represents the key advantage: MontiCore features a concept for the composition of grammars by means of components [HLP+15]. By reusing existing grammar elements, e.g., token definitions, only the core of a DSL as represented by the grammar rules has to be designed by hand. A definition of tokens is usually not required but can be imported from MontiCore’s rich collection of predefined tokens. In conclusion, the grammar is constructed according to the building block approach, where a given DSL is designed by composing existing components. Figure 6.2 illustrates the working example grammar as introduced in Figure 3.3 adapted to MontiCore’s grammar format. As we

\(^1\)often referred to as the *Meta Model* of a DSL

---

Figure 6.1: MontiCore’s workflow: A given grammar in MontiCore format is first read in by a grammar parser and an internal representation by means of a class diagram is created. The class diagram is subsequently processed by the function library and enriched by additional classes, methods, and attributes. An extended class diagram is finally handed over to a target-specific code generator engine. The result is a generated set of DSL-specific components which can now be used in concrete projects to parse and interact with models.
Figure 6.2: Grammar definition, cf. Figure 3.3, adapted to MontiCore syntax.

will show in section 6.2, the later on generated AST classes can be partially manipulated by providing additional details in the grammar, e.g., stating names of a grammar rule's component.

A read-in grammar is first checked for syntactical and semantical correctness. For this purpose, MontiCore parses the DSL-defining grammar and subsequently checks its semantical correctness by means of a symbol table and a set of context conditions, cf. section 2.1. MontiCore implements a wide range of semantical context rules a grammar has to fulfill to be regarded as being correct: From basic checks, e.g., requiring that the grammar’s name has to be introduced by an upper-case letter, to more complex requirements, e.g., that all referenced grammar rules are defined. All context conditions as well as MontiCore’s grammar parser are hereby completely target platform-agnostic and therefore decoupled from the artifacts-generating backend of the language workbench.

If a handed over grammar is well defined and all referenced super-grammars are available, an internal representation is created for further processing. This representation is stored as a textual class diagram of the corresponding grammar. A class diagram consists of class definitions for each individual production stated in the source grammar, cf. Figure 6.3. For each part of a grammar rule, e.g., a marker such as the plus symbol, a respective attribute is added to the grammar rule’s class. Subsequently, MontiCore further enriches the textual class diagram with additional methods. For each attribute, a data retrieval and manipulation method is added. Other methods as often required in a DSL toolchain, e.g., equality and toString operations, are constructed according to the grammar rule and added to the class diagram. The result is a class diagram containing all elements required for the further on introduced code generation of DSL components. Due to MontiCore’s underlying platform, all references and types stated in the class diagram are denoted by concepts of Java.

A modified class diagram is handed over to the final step, namely the generation of the
corresponding platform-specific code. Here, MontiCore performs a model to text transformation [Sch12] and generates the class diagram in a target-specific format. Based on the selected target platform, a different backend subsystem is selected and further used for code generation. Each backend hereby inspects the given class diagram as well as the read-in grammar and generates a set of components, amongst others all required AST classes, a base visitor class, and a partially generated symbol table subsystem. All imports stated in the initial grammar are resolved and added to the internal representation of the grammar before it is used to generate the respective lexer and parser implementation. Figure 6.4 illustrates how a class definition in the class diagram is used to generate a respective AST class. The processing of a source grammar terminates after all DSL components have been generated.

MontiCore’s workflow is hereby controlled by a user-supplied groovy script [CH06], where individual steps, e.g., the generation of a symbol table component, can be deactivated if not required. Consequently, the set of generated artifacts can be parametrized without changing the framework’s implementation. In cases where handwritten code has to be injected, MontiCore features the concept of generated top classes [RH17]. Whenever handwritten code has been handed over, the framework checks whether artifacts with equivalent names are part of the generated components. In this case, an abstract top class, e.g., ASTNeuronTop, is generated instead, representing a basic set of features which can be extended by handwritten code.

6.2 Extension of MontiCore

MontiCore provides several target platforms for component generation, from imperative languages such as Java, through to the scripting language JavaScript. As introduced in chapter 1, Python was selected as the new target platform for NestML. Up to now, MontiCore did not support this platform for code generation. However, due to MontiCore’s highly customizable behavior and modular structure, a possible extension to new
target platforms can be achieved with proportionally tolerable effort. In this section we will, therefore, demonstrate how the existing infrastructure has to be adjusted to support Python as a new target platform for the generation of code and reports. As illustrated in Figure 6.5, we will demonstrate how an adaption can be performed based on a subset of available features, namely the lexer and parser as well as AST classes and visitors. In order to exemplify this process, the working example grammar as illustrated in Figure 6.2 will be used. The routine required to generate all remaining components of the model-processing frontend, e.g., a symbol table infrastructure, is hereby extended analogously.

Due to the target platform-agnostic structure of the input grammar format, no modifications to MontiCore’s grammar definition language are required whenever a new target for code generation is added. Consequently, the parsing of the grammar does not have to be modified, but can be used in a black-box manner. Regardless of the selected target platform, a given grammar always has to follow the same set of rules, e.g., that all referenced productions are defined. Thus, the context conditions each processed grammar has to fulfill can be reused without altering their behavior. All this results from MontiCore’s strict decoupling of the frontend, transformation and backend subsystems. Changes to the code-generating backend do not affect the frontend. In conclusion no modifications to the grammar-parsing frontend are required to support a different platform for code generation.

As introduced in section 6.1, MontiCore stores a parsed grammar artifact by means of a textual class diagram. This approach to store a grammar features two major advantages: On the one hand, a grammar class diagram is mostly programming language-agnostic. All types and references are of basic nature, i.e., either references to other rules, or primitive types and collections of such. On the other hand, by utilizing such an internal representation of the grammar’s structure, it is easily possible to adjust or extend it by new
properties, an approach similar to the concept of modifiable ASTs as introduced in section 2.1. Those modifications are implemented by *decorators* which inspect a class diagram and extend ("decorate") them with additional methods, attributes and classes. Although almost all targets for code generation share a kernel of required functionality, e.g., data retrieval operations, often target platform-specific functions such as an overwritten `_str_` operation have to be added to the generated components. For this purpose each target for code generation has to feature a dedicated *Decorator* class which adds all required functionality to the grammar’s class diagram. In our use case, it is necessary to create a new Python-specific class diagram decorator, which inspects a class diagram and extends it by additional methods. We therefore implemented the new *PythonCdDecorator* class which encapsulates all required routines on a given textual class diagram. However, given Python’s overall paradigm of an interpreted language and the concept of duck typing [van95], it is not possible to provide all concepts as existing in Java in the generated Python components. Therefore, while all data access and modification methods were successfully ported, other specifications, e.g., the declaration of packages to which a module belongs to, could not be migrated, due to Python’s different handling of modules. Moreover, while Java provides an approach to specify the access modifier, i.e., which elements are available in which scopes, making it an inherent part of the language itself, Python transfers this responsibility to the client and its disciplined usage of correct access paths.

The process as executed by the *PythonCdDecorator* class can be subsumed as follows: For each available class in the class diagram, inspect all declared attributes. Based on the type of the attribute, add new access and modification operations to the class diagram. Here, MontiCore utilizes the concept of *hook points* [RH17], i.e., specified locations in the textual class diagram where additional declarations can be injected. For this purpose, MontiCore first adds method headers\(^2\) to the classes stored in the class diagram by means of the *addAdditionalMethods* operation. Each added method header introduces a new

\(^2\text{e.g., public Optional<de.monticore.PyNestML ASTExpression> getASTExpression();}\)

---

Figure 6.5: Demonstrated extensions to MontiCore: Representing a foundation of the model-processing frontend, the demonstrated extension enables MontiCore to generate all components required to parse and interact with textual models in Python.
hook point for a method body. For each created hook point, the `addAdditionalMethods` operation subsequently indicates which template has to be used to generate the content of the respective method body. MontiCore, therefore, replaces method body placeholders as added together with a new method by a concrete instruction which template has to be used to generate the content. Figure 6.6 illustrates the routine executed to add a getter method to the processed class diagram. In order to support all required methods, we implemented an adjusted version of the `addAdditionalMethods` operation which adds a set of method headers together with concrete instructions for the corresponding method bodies. By utilizing the new decorator, MontiCore extends a class diagram by data retrieval and modification operations, equality checks as well as operations to clone a given node. New classes, e.g., the `ASTNodeFactory` as used to create new AST nodes, are added to the class diagram by the same principle. Here, hook points are coupled to the class signature instead of a method header. Analogously to the functionality implemented in the existing Java artifact generator, the implemented Python-specific decorator extends a class diagram by a `Factory` class [VHJG95] as a central point for node construction, as well as a `Builder` class [VHJG95] for the creation of complex objects. The result is a class diagram where several methods and classes have been added by MontiCore.

In most cases, different target platforms utilize a different set of keywords to denote certain concepts. For instance, while Java indicates alternatives by the `else-if` directive, Python employs `elif` to instruct such behavior. These differences in possible targets have to be handled in order to avoid namespace collisions of generated code and concepts in the respective target platform. Depending on the selected target platform, it is therefore required to implement a new `NamesHelper` class which provides a routine to avoid namespace collisions. To avoid a collision with keywords reserved in Python, the `PythonNamesHelper` class was implemented. If a given class diagram contains an element whose name collides with a keyword in Python, the routine implemented in the `PythonNamesHelper` prefixes the name with `r_`. For instance, in the case that a given rule in the grammar has been named `elif`, the corresponding node creating method of the generated `ASTNodeFactory` class references to `r_elif`. This procedure ensures that the generated components are compilable and semantically correct.

Having an extended class diagram, MontiCore utilizes it to generate all DSL components in a target-specific format. The templates used to determine this format are therefore the second component which has to be adjusted to support Python as a new target plat-
form. Here, one of the key difference between Python and other target platforms has to be regarded, namely the notation employed to separate individual statements. While Java utilizes brackets to mark the beginning and end of a unit and disregards indentation and comments, Python focuses on indentation as a means to specify those properties. In order to adhere to this requirement, we designed all templates to preserve a correct indentation as well as an appropriate usage of keywords and tags, cf. Figure 6.7. For each class in the class diagram, the implemented AstPythonGenerator class therefore generates a respective Python artifact. As previously mentioned, the grammar’s class diagram is enriched by new properties by means of decorators. Some of these specifications injected into all classes in the diagram, e.g., variables which are used to store comments, require additional dependencies to remain valid. Up to now, all runtime environment dependencies have been resolved from within MontiCore, i.e., whenever one of the dependencies was required in the generated code, the corresponding module was simply imported from MontiCore. However, due to the circumstance that MontiCore is not available in Python, it is not possible to import those specifications into the generated project by downloading a specific library or framework. To solve this problem, parts of the runtime environment are generated together with the remaining DSL-specific components. Consequently, we implemented three additional templates to preserve consistency of generated Python code: The Comment class template is used to generate a component employed to store comments of a model, while the SourcePosition class template is responsible for the generation of a component which summarizes commonly required operations on source positions. The generated ASTNode class represents a base class of all AST classes and contains general operations and properties as common in all AST nodes, e.g., a comment field. Figure 6.8 illustrates the generated dependencies.

With a collection of AST classes representing a data structure for a read-in model of the handled DSL, MontiCore proceeds to generate visitors as well as a lexer and parser. Depending on the selected target platform, a different syntax and approach has to be used to generate semantically correct components. The routine for the generation of these components is therefore modified to support Python as a new platform. By means of
the generated lexer and parser, we are able to read in a model and reconstruct it as a parse tree, cf. section 2.1. However, the parse tree misses common utilities, e.g., data retrieval and manipulation methods, thus a set of AST classes is generated and used. The process of retrieving details from the DSL model’s parse tree and their storage in an AST requires a complex traversal routine on the parse tree. Luckily, the structure of this routine can be completely derived from the source grammar. In the case of Java as the target platform for code generation, MontiCore integrates the process of initializing an AST from a textual model into the generated parser. In conclusion, the parser can be used to parse a model to the corresponding parse tree or an AST. However, here a clear single responsibility is no longer given, since two different routines are combined in a single component. In cases where context conditions of a DSL have to be checked during the model-parsing process, it is not directly possible to utilize a modified AST-creating routine. The implemented extension to MontiCore therefore separates these concepts into two different components: Lexer and parser are generated without any additional code for the creation of an AST, while the further on introduced ASTBuilderVisitor class is used to inspect a given parse tree and instantiate a model’s AST. A clear separation of the model-parsing and AST-building processes results in a modular and easy to maintain structure. Moreover, chapter 3 demonstrated that it can be beneficial to have direct access to the parse tree, e.g., when dealing with source model comments.

MontiCore utilizes Antlr [PLW⁺00] by creating an intermediate representation of the source grammar in Antlr specific syntax and subsequently generating the lexer and parser by using Antlr’s toolchain. Moreover, in the case of Java as the target for component generation, MontiCore injects AST-creating code into the generated parser. This behavior has been modified and consequently no additional code is added to the generated lexer and parser in Python. Instead, the responsibility to initialize an AST is delegated to the ASTBuilderVisitor, which can now be used to create an AST from a given parse tree. This approach to separate concepts enables an implementation of arbitrary operations on the parse tree, while the abstract syntax tree can still be created by the specialized visitor. Moreover, all components are easier to maintain and extend given the strict separation of concerns, where the set of visitors can be easily adjusted without any need to modify the generated lexer and parser. All modifications to MontiCore are hereby limited
Figure 6.9: From MontiCore to Antlr: Depending on the selected target for the component generation, the source grammar is enriched by additional methods for the construction of an AST, before it is generated to Antlr-specific grammar format.

to the Grammar2Antlr module, where, depending on the selected target for component generation, no code is injected into the intermediate representation of the DSL grammar in Antlr syntax. Figure 6.9 illustrates how depending on the selected target platform additional code is injected into the intermediate grammar, and thus the generated lexer and parser. Consequently, all methods in the Grammar2Antlr class were modified to check which target for code generation has been selected, and inject AST-building code only if Java has been selected as the target platform.

The generated ASTBuilderVisitor class is used to inspect a given parse tree and instantiate a model-specific AST. Having a class diagram of all rules in the initial grammar, MontiCore detects which elements are stored in a parse tree node and how these elements have to be retrieved, cf. Figure 6.10. This information is then used to generate a visitor which visits all available fields of a parse tree node, retrieves stored data and attaches a new node to the current AST. The generated ASTBuilderVisitor class executes this process for the whole model before a new AST representation of the processed model is returned.

With a set of AST classes, a lexer and parser as well as the ASTBuilderVisitor class, MontiCore is able to generate all DSL components required to parse a model and create the respective AST. However, often it is of interest to parse not a complete model, but only certain parts of it, e.g., a single statement. The DSL-specific process of utilizing a new lexer, parser and AST builder to parse such a statement is hereby always constructed similarly, by first creating a lexer and parser to parse an element, and subsequently instantiating an AST by the ASTBuilderVisitor. In order to simplify this model- and statement-parsing process in the handled DSL, an additional template for code generation was designed: Executed during the generation of AST classes, this template generates a new Parser class, cf. Figure 6.11. For each available production in the initial grammar, this class contains a method encapsulating all above-mentioned steps. The generated DSL toolchain can then interact with the model-parsing frontend by utilizing methods contained in the interface of the generated Parser class.

As demonstrated in section 2.1, the visitor pattern enables us to traverse and work
Figure 6.10: From class diagram to \textit{ASTBuilderVisitor}: For each grammar rule, an individual parse tree \textit{visit} method is generated. Terminals are retrieved from the processed node and their text stored, while non-terminals are first visited and the returned objects used. Finally, a new AST node is constructed and returned.

Figure 6.11: The \textit{Parser} class: For each rule in the grammar, a new \textit{parse} method is generated. This method encapsulates all steps required to parse a model and construct the corresponding AST.
on a given AST. MontiCore features all required components to generate a base visitor implementation for a read-in model and its respective AST classes, where only the concrete operations on the AST have to be specified by handwritten code. We, therefore, conclude the set of implemented extensions to MontiCore by the PythonVisitorGenerator class whose routines inspect a grammar class diagram and retrieve all classes which are neither static nor abstract, thus can be used to create concrete objects during the model processing in the generated DSL toolchain. These classes are then utilized to generate a base visitor class which implements a traversal strategy with a placeholder for concrete operations on the AST. Utilizing the template method pattern [VHJG95], arbitrary operations on the AST can then be implemented. The generation of such a visitor prevents the error-prone writing of a routine whose size grows proportionally to the number of AST classes and attributes. Due to Python’s missing concept of declared types and function overloading, it is not possible to use ad-hoc polymorphism [Car85] in the generated code to dispatch a visit routine invocation according to the handed over type. Consequently, the generated visitor class features only a single visit method. This routine checks the type of the handed over AST node and dispatches the call to the correct operation. The respective operation is hereby named uniquely based on the visited node, e.g., visitASTDeclaration, in order to avoid clashes with other methods. We therefore avoid the unavailable function overloading in Python by utilizing a monomorph approach. Figure 6.12 briefly compares the generated base visitors as used in Java and Python. Together with the model-parsing process encapsulated in the Parser class, the generated base visitor enables a DSL-specific toolchain to parse and interact with a textual model.

In conclusion, we see how MontiCore implements a complex processing of a DSL’s grammar, with the result being several generated components as required in a DSL toolchain. Moreover, we also see that only a small set of MontiCore’s processes has to be adjusted to support a new target platform for code generation. Besides the presented elements, MontiCore also features a concept for the generation of several additional components, among others a symbol table and basic context conditions. Here, one of the main problems pre-
venting an easy to achieve extension to a new target platform for code generation is the dependency of the generated code to libraries and components which are only available in Java. In order to support the generation of such components, it would be necessary to migrate a vast collection of classes and libraries to Python (or any other target platform). Future work may, therefore, focus on an extension of MontiCore which generates self-contained code without any external dependencies, or an evaluation of existing technologies in respective languages which can be used as counter pieces to the existing Java infrastructure.

We conclude this section by a brief discussion on code generation in the concrete use case of PyNestML. As demonstrated, we were able to generate several DSL-specific components as required in the model-processing frontend: A lexer and parser used to parse the model to a parse tree, a collection of AST classes, and finally a basic as well as an AST-building visitor. All these components share a commonality, namely the fact that they have to be rewritten whenever changes to the underlying DSL grammar are implemented. Especially in the case of visitors which implement a routine which is simple by itself, but also consists of a massive codebase, code generation can be beneficial. Analogously, AST classes are always constructed in the same manner, with their basic schema being completely stated in the source grammar. In both cases a generation of components can be beneficial whenever the DSL is often modified. However, in the case of the symbol table and symbols, an automated code generation is only partially applicable. Although MontiCore is able to generate the basic symbol classes, it is still not directly comprehensible which components in the grammar correspond to symbols, and which to scopes. Here, it would be necessary to extend MontiCore with an annotation concept which indicates that certain symbol classes have to be created. Handwritten solutions are therefore the better options since the underlying concept of a symbol table and concrete symbols of a handled DSL do not change often. The same reasoning applies to context conditions [Sch12]. Here, code generation is almost impossible. Context conditions often embody domain-specific knowledge whose description is mostly provided in a textual form. Thus, an automated generation is limited. A possible approach here could be the usage of formal constraint specification languages such as the Object Constraint Language (OCL, [Gog09]). By annotating conditions in the grammar, e.g., stating that at most one block of a certain type can be declared in a target model, it would be possible to automatically generate a basic collection of context conditions. However, specific and complex context conditions still have to be written by hand, making manual writing of code inevitable. Nonetheless, the above-introduced extension to MontiCore enables us to generate well-defined components of the model-processing frontend, and therefore to reduce the overall required effort during the reengineering as well as extension process.
Chapter 7

Tutorial

The installation as well as the execution of PyNestML requires a Python installation in version of at least 2.6, or 3 in an arbitrary subversion. All required dependencies of PyNestML are collected in requirements.txt and can be installed via Python’s package management system pip [pyt17a] with the following command on Linux as well as Windows operating systems:

$ pip install -r requirements.txt

After the installation of all dependencies has been finished, it is necessary to execute the setup:

$ python setup.py install --user

If no errors were detected, the processing of models can be started by:

$ python PyNestML.py [ARGUMENTS]

where the arguments are:
## Chapter 7 Tutorial

### Argument Description

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Argument</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-h</td>
<td>Show a message with all available arguments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-path [PATH]</td>
<td>Set the path to a single model or a directory containing models.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-target [PATH]</td>
<td>(Optional) Set the output directory. Default: {current-dir}/target.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-dry</td>
<td>(Optional) Execute a dry run where models are only analyzed but not generated to target format. Default: Off.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-logging_level [LEVEL]</td>
<td>(Optional) Indicate the severity of messages which shall be printed to the log. Available: {INFO,WARNING,ERROR,NO}, being more restrictive from left to right. Default: ERROR.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-module_name [NAME]</td>
<td>(Optional) The name of the overall module as used to install generated code. Default: Name of directory containing the models.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-store_log</td>
<td>(Optional) Indicate that a log file in JSON format containing all printed messages should be stored in the target path. Default: Off.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-dev</td>
<td>(Optional) Execute the toolchain in developer mode where artifacts are generated even if correctness can not be guaranteed. Default: Off.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A default execution of the toolchain can, therefore, be initiated by:

```
$ python PyNestML.py --path PATH\TO\MODELS
```

Figure 7.1 demonstrates the command line output of a successful and unsuccessful execution of PyNestML.

![Figure 7.1: A successful and unsuccessful execution of PyNestML.](image)

If no critical errors were detected, a new directory `target` is created containing all generated artifacts, cf. section 4.1. Among others, a `cmake` file [gnu17] is attached which enables the integration of the generated artifacts into the NEST ecosystem. The integration can hereby be invoked by:
For a detailed overview of commands and interaction possibilities with NEST, we refer to the official documentation [GMP13, NES17].

```bash
$ cmake -Dwith-nest=<nest_install_dir>/bin/nest-config
$ make
$ make install
```
Chapter 8

Conclusion and Future Work

We conclude this report by a brief overview of the achieved results and an outlook to future work. Chapter 1 gave a short introduction to the scope of this report and which problems it tackles, namely the reimplementation of an existing neuroscientific framework for the modeling of spiking point neurons. For a basic understanding of the matter, section 2.1 first introduced the concept of domain-specific modeling languages and outlined all required components. Section 2.2 summarized the results of a short survey conducted to find the most suitable components for reuse in PyNestML. Here, Antlr was selected as the lexer and parser generator, while the task of handling physical units was delegated to the AstroPy unit system. This chapter also briefly demonstrated three generator engines and underlined their similarities.

Chapter 3 subsequently introduced the model-processing frontend of PyNestML and illustrated all conducted reengineering steps. To this end, section 3.1 showed how a grammar artifact represents the starting point of PyNestML and denotes all concepts of the implemented language. By using Antlr, the respective lexer and parser components were generated. Due to the insufficient nature of the instantiated parse tree, a set of AST classes was introduced. Coupling a data structure with common utility, these classes are used by the ASTBuilderVisitor to initialize an AST representation of a textual model. The task of collecting all source comments is delegated to the CommentCollectorVisitor class. Section 3.2 introduced a data structure for storage of context-related details, namely the Symbol classes. Together with the predefined subsystem, these components enable PyNestML to store a set of predefined types, variables and functions. Model types are hereby derived by the ASTExpressionsTypeVisitor and the ASTUnitTypeVisitor classes. Utilizing these components, section 3.3 introduced a subsystem for semantical checks. The SymbolTable class is hereby used to store the context of a processed model, while the ASTSymbolTableVisitor is responsible for collecting all required details. A set of context conditions finally ensures that semantically incorrect models are filtered out. This chapter was concluded in section 3.4 with an overview of assisting classes. The overall interface to PyNestML is encapsulated in the PyNestMLFront class, while the Logger class implements an easy to use logging concept. This section also introduced the higher-order visitor, an extension to the visitor concept which avoids unnecessary sub-classing in many cases.

Based on the results from the previous chapter, chapter 4 demonstrated the NEST code generator. The coordinating NestCodeGenerator class takes care of all processes necessary to generate C++ code and delegates individual steps to assisting subsystems. Here, the SymPySolver class is used to interact with the ODE-toolbox by Blundell et al. The computed AST-to-AST transformations are subsequently integrated into the AST by the EquationsBlockProcessor, before a set of templates is used to generate the respective
C++ code. This chapter also showed how different syntaxes can be integrated into a single target artifact by means of the ExpressionPrettyPrinter class. Especially the composable nature of the pretty printer and the reference converters was demonstrated, making the implementation of new targets for code generation an easy to achieve task. This chapter also gave a reasoning why a coupling of code generation and AST-to-AST transformations makes sense in environments where several target platforms are – or shall be – supported.

In order to demonstrate how the provided implementation of PyNestML can be extended, chapter 5 introduced three typical use cases. Section 5.1 illustrated how the model-processing frontend has to be adapted to support new productions in the grammar, while section 5.2 outlined all required steps to implement new semantical checks. Section 5.3 showed how additional templates can be integrated into code generation. However, an error-prone implementation of these extensions by hand can usually be avoided by utilizing appropriate tools. For this purpose, chapter 6 introduced the state-of-the-art language workbench MontiCore. This chapter showed which components of MontiCore have to be extended to support Python as a new platform for code generation. Chapter 7 concluded the report with a short tutorial on how to use PyNestML.

With Python as the new platform, an integration of PyNestML into neuroscientific ecosystems, e.g., other tools and frameworks, can be easily conducted. Moreover, bridge technologies were made obsolete, making the setup and usage of PyNestML easy to achieve. Future work may, therefore, focus on an extension of the existing framework by new functionality. The underlying DSL can be enriched by new concepts and approaches for specifying entities as often required in neuroscientific simulations, e.g., synapses or topologies of neurons. By adding support for new target platforms such as SpiNNaker [FGTP14], Neuron [CH06] or LEMS [CGC+14], a wider user base can be included, while the exchange and validation of neuron models is no longer hindered by a manual transformation process.

With the continuing rise of computational power, new and more complex simulations become possible. More sophisticated modeling approaches will, therefore, be required to provide appropriate scalability while being able to capture all details. Here, (Py)NestML provides a good foundation for future work. Concluding with a quote by Harriett Jackson Brown Jr.:

*The best preparation for tomorrow is doing your best today.*
Chapter 9

PyNestML Grammar

grammar PyNESTML{

token SL_COMMENT =
    ('#' (\"'\n' |\r' ))*: { self._channel=2; };  

token ML_COMMENT =
    ('/'*: '')*: { self._channel=2; };  

token NEWLINE =
    ('\r' \n' | \r' | \n'): { self._channel=3; };  

token WS =
    (' ' | \t'): { self._channel=1; };  

token LINE_ESCAPE =
    '\\' \r' \n': { self._channel=1; };  

token BLOCK_OPEN = ':';  

token BLOCK_CLOSE = "end";  

token BOOLEAN_LITERAL =
    "true" | "True" | "false" | "False";  

token STRING_LITERAL =
    "" " ( 'a'..'z' | 'A'..'Z' | '_' | '$' )
    ( 'a'..'z' | 'A'..'Z' | '_' | '0'..'9' | '$' )";  

token NAME =
    ( 'a'..'z' | 'A'..'Z' | '_' | '$' )
    ( 'a'..'z' | 'A'..'Z' | '_' | '0'..'9' | '$' )s;  

token INTEGER = NON_ZERO_INTEGER | '0';  

fragment token NON_ZERO_INTEGER = '1'..'9' (0..'9')s;  

token FLOAT = POINT_FLOAT | EXPONENT_FLOAT;  

fragment token POINT_FLOAT = (NON_ZERO_INTEGER ['0']? FRACTION
    | (NON_ZERO_INTEGER ['0'] ')');  
}
fragment token EXPONENT_FLOAT =
  ( NONZERO_INTEGER | POINT_FLOAT ) EXPONENT ;

fragment token EXPONENT =
  ( 'e' | 'E' ) ( '+' | '-' )? ( NONZERO_INTEGER | '0' );

fragment token FRACTION = '.' ( '0'..'9' )+;

//*********************************************************************************
* NestML-Language
***********************************************************************************/

NestmlCompilationUnit = (Neuron | NEWLINE )* EOF;

Neuron = "neuron" NAME Body;

Body = BLOCK_OPEN 
  (NEWLINE | BlockWithVariables | UpdateBlock | EquationsBlock | InputBlock | OutputBlock | Function)*
  BLOCK_CLOSE;

BlockWithVariables =
  (isState:"state" | isParameters:"parameters"
   isInternals:"internals" | isInits:"initial values")?
  BLOCK_OPEN 
  (Declaration | NEWLINE)*
  BLOCK_CLOSE;

UpdateBlock = "update" BLOCK_OPEN 
  Block 
  BLOCK_CLOSE;

EquationsBlock = "equations" BLOCK_OPEN 
  (OdeFunction | OdeEquation | OdeShape | NEWLINE)*
  BLOCK_CLOSE;

InputBlock = "input" BLOCK_OPEN 
  (InputLine | NEWLINE)*
  BLOCK_CLOSE;

InputLine =
  name:NAME 
  ("["] sizeParameter:NAME "]")?
  (Datatype)?
  "<=" InputType*
  (isCurrent:"current" | isSpike:"spike")

InputType = (isInhibitory:"inhibitory" | isExcitatory:"excitatory");
OutputBlock = "output" BLOCK_OPEN
  (isSpike:"spike" | isCurrent:"current")
;
Function = "function" NAME ""
  (" (Parameter ("," Parameter)*? ")") (returnType:Datatype)?
  BLOCK_OPEN
  Block
  BLOCK_CLOSE;

Parameter = NAME Datatype;

.Canvas

Datatype = isInt:"integer"
  | isReal:"real"
  | isString:"string"
  | isBool:"boolean"
  | isVoid:"void"
  | unit:UnitType;

UnitType = leftParentheses:"(
  compoundUnit:UnitType rightParentheses:")"
  | base:UnitType powOp:"**" exponent:INTEGER
  | left :UnitType (timesOp:"*" | divOp:"/" | moduloOp:"%") right:UnitType
  | unitlessLiteral:INTEGER divOp:"/" right:UnitType
  | unit :NAME;

.Simple

Expression =
  leftParentheses : "(" term:Expression rightParentheses:")"
  | <rightassoc> left:Expression powOp:"**" right:Expression
  | UnaryOperator term:Expression
  | left :Expression (timesOp:"*" | divOp:"/" | moduloOp:"%")
    right :Expression
  | left :Expression (plusOp:"+" | minusOp:"-")
    right :Expression
  | left :Expression BitOperator right:Expression
  | left :Expression ComparisonOperator right:Expression
  | logicalNot :"not" term:Expression
  | left :Expression LogicalOperator right:Expression
  | condition:Expression "?" ifTrue:Expression ":"
  | ifNot:Expression
  | SimpleExpression

SimpleExpression = FunctionCall
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| BOOLEAN_LITERAL  // true & false; |
| ( INTEGER|FLOAT ) (Variable)? |
| string:STRING_LITERAL |
| isInf :"inf" |
| Variable; |

UnaryOperator = ( unaryPlus:="+"|unaryMinus:="−"| unaryTilde:="˜" );

BitOperator = (bitAnd:"&"| bitXor:="ˆ"| bitOr :"|
bitShiftLeft :"<<"
bitShiftRight:">>");

ComparisonOperator = (lt:"<"| le:"<="| eq:"=="|
ne:"!="| ne2:"<>"| ge:">="| gt:`>");

LogicalOperator = (logicalAnd:"and"| logicalOr :"or" );

Variable = name:NAME (DifferentialOrder)*;

DifferentialOrder = "\";"

FunctionCall = calleeName:NAME
"(" (Expression ("," Expression)*" )? ");"

/****************************************************************************/
* Equations-Language
****************************************************************************/

OdeFunction = (recordable:"recordable")? "function"
variableName:NAME Datatype "=" Expression (";")?;

OdeEquation = lhs:Variable "=" rhs:Expression (";")?;

OdeShape = "shape" lhs:Variable "=" rhs:Expression (";")?;

/****************************************************************************/
* Procedural-Language
****************************************************************************/

Block = ( Stmt | NEWLINE )*;

Stmt = SmallStmt | CompoundStmt;

CompoundStmt = IfStmt
| ForStmt
| WhileStmt;

SmallStmt = Assignment
| FunctionCall
| Declaration
| ReturnStmt;

Assignment = lhsVariable:Variable
  (directAssignment:"=" | compoundSum:"+=" | compoundMinus:"−=" | compoundProduct:"*=" | compoundQuotient:"/=") Expression;

Declaration =
  (isRecordable:"recordable")? (isFunction:"function")? Variable (""," Variable) Datatype
  ("[" sizeParameter:NAME "]")?
  ("=" rhs:Expression)?
  ("[" invariant:Expression "]")?

ReturnStmt = "return" Expression?;

IfStmt = IfClause
  ElifClause*
  (ElseClause)?
  BLOCK_CLOSE;

IfClause = "if" Expression BLOCK_OPEN Block;

ElifClause = "elif" Expression BLOCK_OPEN Block;

ElseClause = "else" BLOCK_OPEN Block;

ForStmt = "for" var:NAME "in" startFrom:Expression "..."
  endAt:Expression "step" step:SignedNumericLiteral
  BLOCK_OPEN
  Block
  BLOCK_CLOSE;

WhileStmt = "while" Expression BLOCK_OPEN Block BLOCK_CLOSE;

SignedNumericLiteral = (negative:"−")? (INTEGER|FLOAT);
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Agile Model Based Software Engineering

Agility and modeling in the same project? This question was raised in [Rum04]: “Using an executable, yet abstract and multi-view modeling language for modeling, designing and programming still allows to use an agile development process.” Modeling will be used in development projects much more, if the benefits become evident early, e.g with executable UML [Rum02] and tests [Rum03]. In [GKRS06], for example, we concentrate on the integration of models and ordinary programming code. In [Rum12] and [Rum16], the UML/P, a variant of the UML especially designed for programming, refactoring and evolution, is defined. The language workbench MontiCore [GKR*06, GKR*08] is used to realize the UML/P [Sch12]. Links to further research, e.g., include a general discussion of how to manage and evolve models [LRSS10], a precise definition for model composition as well as model languages [HKR*09] and refactoring in various modeling and programming languages [PR03]. In [FHR08] we describe a set of general requirements for model quality. Finally [KRV06] discusses the additional roles and activities necessary in a DSL-based software development project. In [CEG*14] we discuss how to improve reliability of adaptivity through models at runtime, which will allow developers to delay design decisions to runtime adaptation.

Generative Software Engineering

The UML/P language family [Rum12, Rum11, Rum16] is a simplified and semantically sound derivate of the UML designed for product and test code generation. [Sch12] describes a flexible generator for the UML/P based on the MontiCore language workbench [KRV10, GKR*06, GKR*08]. In [KRV06], we discuss additional roles necessary in a model-based software development project. In [GKRS06] we discuss mechanisms to keep generated and handwritten code separated. In [Wei12] demonstrate how to systematically derive a transformation language in concrete syntax. To understand the implications of executability for UML, we discuss needs and advantages of executable modeling with UML in agile projects in [Rum04], how to apply UML for testing in [Rum03] and the advantages and perils of using modeling languages for programming in [Rum02].

Unified Modeling Language (UML)

Starting with an early identification of challenges for the standardization of the UML in [KER99] many of our contributions build on the UML/P variant, which is described in the two books [Rum16] and [Rum12] implemented in [Sch12]. Semantic variation points of the UML are discussed in [GR11]. We discuss formal semantics for UML [BHP*98] and describe UML semantics using the “System Model” [BCGR09a], [BCGR09b], [BCR07b] and [BCR07a]. Semantic variation points have, e.g., been applied to define class diagram semantics [CGR08]. A precisely defined semantics for variations is applied, when checking variants of class diagrams [MRR11c] and objects diagrams [MRR11d] or the consistency of both kinds of diagrams [MRR11e]. We also apply these concepts to activity diagrams [MRR11f] which allows us to check for semantic differences of activity diagrams [MRR11d]. The basic semantics for ADs and their semantic variation points is given in [GRR10]. We also discuss how to ensure and identify model quality [FHR08], how models, views and the system under development correlate to each other [BGH*98] and how to use modeling in agile development projects [Rum04], [Rum02]. The question how to adapt and extend the UML is discussed in [PFR02] describing product line annotations for UML and more general discussions and insights on how to use meta-modeling for defining and adapting the UML are included in [EFLR99], [FELR98] and [SRVK10].
Domain Specific Languages (DSLs)

Computer science is about languages. Domain Specific Languages (DSLs) are better to use, but need appropriate tooling. The MontiCore language workbench [GKR+06, KRV10, Kra10, GKR+08] allows the specification of an integrated abstract and concrete syntax format [KRV07b] for easy development. New languages and tools can be defined in modular forms [KRV08, GKR+07, Völ11] and can, thus, easily be reused. [Wei12] presents a tool that allows to create transformation rules tailored to an underlying DSL. Variability in DSL definitions has been examined in [GR11].

Based on the concepts described above, meta modeling, model analyses and model evolution have been discussed in [LRSS10] and [SRVK10]. DSL quality [FHR08], instructions for defining views [GHK+07], guidelines to define DSLs [KKP+09] and Eclipse-based tooling for DSLs [KRV07a] complete the collection.

Software Language Engineering

For a systematic definition of languages using composition of reusable and adaptable language components, we adopt an engineering viewpoint on these techniques. General ideas on how to engineer a language can be found in the GeMoC initiative [CBCR15, CCF+15]. As said, the MontiCore language workbench provides techniques for an integrated definition of languages [KRV07b, Kra10, KRV10]. In [SRVK10] we discuss the possibilities and the challenges using metamodels for language definition. Modular composition, however, is a core concept to reuse language components like in MontiCore for the frontend [Völ11, KRV08] and the backend [RRRW15].

Language derivation is to our believe a promising technique to develop new languages for a specific purpose that rely on existing basic languages. How to automatically derive such a transformation language using concrete syntax of the base language is described in [HRW15, Wei12] and successfully applied to various DSLs. We also applied the language derivation technique to tagging languages that decorate a base language [GLRR15] and delta languages [HHK+15a, HHK+13], where a delta language is derived from a base language to be able to constructively describe differences between model variants usable to build feature sets.

Modeling Software Architecture & the MontiArc Tool

Distributed interactive systems communicate via messages on a bus, discrete event signals, streams of telephone or video data, method invocation, or data structures passed between software services. We use streams, state machines and components [BR07] as well as expressive forms of composition and refinement [PR99] for semantics. Furthermore, we built a concrete tooling infrastructure called MontiArc [HRR12] for architecture design and extensions for states [RRW13b]. MontiArc was extended to describe variability [HRR+11] using deltas [HRRS11, HK+11] and evolution on deltas [HRRS12]. [GHK+07] and [GHK+08] close the gap between the requirements and the logical architecture and [GKPR08] extends it to model variants. [MRR14] provides a precise technique to verify consistency of architectural views [Rin14, MRR13] against a complete architecture in order to increase reusability. Co-evolution of architecture is discussed in [MMR10] and a modeling technique to describe dynamic architectures is shown in [HRR98].

Compositionality & Modularity of Models

[HKR+09] motivates the basic mechanisms for modularity and compositionality for modeling. The mechanisms for distributed systems are shown in [BR07] and algebraically underpinned in [HKR+07]. Semantic and methodical aspects of model composition [KRV08] lead to the language workbench MontiCore [KRV10] that can even be used to develop modeling tools in a compositional form. A set of DSL design guidelines incorporates reuse through this form of composition
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[KKP+09]. [Völ11] examines the composition of context conditions respectively the underlying infrastructure of the symbol table. Modular editor generation is discussed in [KRV07a]. [RRRW15] applies compositionality to Robotics control. [BCR15] (published in [CCF+15]) summarizes our approach to composition and remaining challenges in form of a conceptual model of the “globalized” use of DSLs. As a new form of decomposition of model information we have developed the concept of tagging languages in [GLRR15]. It allows to describe additional information for model elements in separated documents, facilitates reuse, and allows to type tags.

Semantics of Modeling Languages

The meaning of semantics and its principles like underspecification, language precision and detailedness is discussed in [HR04]. We defined a semantic domain called “System Model” by using mathematical theory in [RKB95, BHP+98] and [GKR96, KRB96]. An extended version especially suited for the UML is given in [BCGR09b] and in [BCGR09a] its rationale is discussed. [BCR07a, BCR07b] contain detailed versions that are applied to class diagrams in [CGR08]. To better understand the effect of an evolved design, detection of semantic differing as opposed to pure syntactical differences is needed [MRR10]. [MRR11a, MRR11b] encode a part of the semantics to handle semantic differences of activity diagrams and [MRR11c] compares class and object diagrams with regard to their semantics. In [BR07], a simplified mathematical model for distributed systems based on black-box behaviors of components is defined. Meta-modeling semantics is discussed in [EFLR99]. [BGH+97] discusses potential modeling languages for the description of an exemplary object interaction, today called sequence diagram. [BGH+98] discusses the relationships between a system, a view and a complete model in the context of the UML. [GR11] and [CGR09] discuss general requirements for a framework to describe semantic and syntactic variations of a modeling language. We apply these on class and object diagrams in [MRR11c] as well as activity diagrams in [GRR10]. [Rum12] defines the semantics in a variety of code and test case generation, refactoring and evolution techniques. [LRSS10] discusses evolution and related issues in greater detail.

Evolution & Transformation of Models

Models are the central artifact in model driven development, but as code they are not initially correct and need to be changed, evolved and maintained over time. Model transformation is therefore essential to effectively deal with models. Many concrete model transformation problems are discussed: evolution [LRSS10, MMR10, Rum04], refinement [PR99, KPR97, PR94], refactoring [Rum12, PR03], translating models from one language into another [MRR11c, Rum12] and systematic model transformation language development [Wei12]. [Rum04] describes how comprehensible sets of such transformations support software development and maintenance [LRSS10], technologies for evolving models within a language and across languages, and mapping architecture descriptions to their implementation [MMR10]. Automaton refinement is discussed in [PR94, KPR97], refining pipe-and-filter architectures is explained in [PR99]. Refactorings of models are important for model driven engineering as discussed in [PR01, PR03, Rum12]. Translation between languages, e.g., from class diagrams into Alloy [MRR11c] allows for comparing class diagrams on a semantic level.

Variability & Software Product Lines (SPL)

Products often exist in various variants, for example cars or mobile phones, where one manufacturer develops several products with many similarities but also many variations. Variants are managed in a Software Product Line (SPL) that captures product commonalities as well as differences. Feature diagrams describe variability in a top down fashion, e.g., in the automotive domain [GHK+08] using 150% models. Reducing overhead and associated costs is discussed in [GRJA12]. Delta
modeling is a bottom up technique starting with a small, but complete base variant. Features are additive, but also can modify the core. A set of commonly applicable deltas configures a system variant. We discuss the application of this technique to Delta-MontiArc [HRR+11, HRR+11] and to Delta-Simulink [HKM+13]. Deltas can not only describe spatial variability but also temporal variability which allows for using them for software product line evolution [HRRS12]. [HHK+13] and [HRW15] describe an approach to systematically derive delta languages. We also apply variability to modeling languages in order to describe syntactic and semantic variation points, e.g., in UML for frameworks [PFR02]. Furthermore, we specified a systematic way to define variants of modeling languages [CGR09] and applied this as a semantic language refinement on Statecharts in [GR11].

Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS)

Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) [KRS12] are complex, distributed systems which control physical entities. Contributions for individual aspects range from requirements [GRJA12], complete product lines [HRRW12], the improvement of engineering for distributed automotive systems [HRR12] and autonomous driving [BR12a] to processes and tools to improve the development as well as the product itself [BBR07]. In the aviation domain, a modeling language for uncertainty and safety events was developed, which is of interest for the European airspace [ZPK+11]. A component and connector architecture description language suitable for the specific challenges in robotics is discussed in [RRW13b, RRW14]. Monitoring for smart and energy efficient buildings is developed as Energy Navigator toolset [KPR12, FPPR12, KLPR12].

State Based Modeling (Automata)

Today, many computer science theories are based on state machines in various forms including Petri nets or temporal logics. Software engineering is particularly interested in using state machines for modeling systems. Our contributions to state based modeling can currently be split into three parts: (1) understanding how to model object-oriented and distributed software using state machines resp. Statecharts [GKR96, BCR07b, BCR09b, BCR09a], (2) understanding the refinement [PR94, RK96, Rum96] and composition [GR95] of state machines, and (3) applying state machines for modeling systems. In [Rum96] constructive transformation rules for refining automata behavior are given and proven correct. This theory is applied to features in [KPR97]. State machines are embedded in the composition and behavioral specification concepts of Focus [BR07]. We apply these techniques, e.g., in MontiArcAutomaton [RRW13a, RRW14] as well as in building management systems [FLP*11].

Robotics

Robotics can be considered a special field within Cyber-Physical Systems which is defined by an inherent heterogeneity of involved domains, relevant platforms, and challenges. The engineering of robotics applications requires composition and interaction of diverse distributed software modules. This usually leads to complex monolithic software solutions hardly reusable, maintainable, and comprehensible, which hampers broad propagation of robotics applications. The MontiArcAutomaton language [RRW13a] extends ADL MontiArc and integrates various implemented behavior modeling languages using MontiCore [RRW13b, RRW14, RRRW15] that perfectly fit Robotic architectural modelling. The LightRocks [TH+13] framework allows robotics experts and laymen to model robotic assembly tasks.
Automotive, Autonomic Driving & Intelligent Driver Assistance

Introducing and connecting sophisticated driver assistance, infotainment and communication systems as well as advanced active and passive safety-systems result in complex embedded systems. As these feature-driven subsystems may be arbitrarily combined by the customer, a huge amount of distinct variants needs to be managed, developed and tested. A consistent requirements management that connects requirements with features in all phases of the development for the automotive domain is described in [GRJA12]. The conceptual gap between requirements and the logical architecture of a car is closed in [GHK⁺07, GHK⁺08]. [HKM⁺13] describes a tool for delta modeling for Simulink [HKM⁺13]. [HRRW12] discusses means to extract a well-defined Software Product Line from a set of copy and paste variants. [RSW⁺15] describes an approach to use model checking techniques to identify behavioral differences of Simulink models. Quality assurance, especially of safety-related functions, is a highly important task. In the Carolo project [BR12a, BR12b], we developed a rigorous test infrastructure for intelligent, sensor-based functions through fully-automatic simulation [BBR07]. This technique allows a dramatic speedup in development and evolution of autonomous car functionality, and thus enables us to develop software in an agile way [BR12a]. [MMR10] gives an overview of the current state-of-the-art in development and evolution on a more general level by considering any kind of critical system that relies on architectural descriptions. As tooling infrastructure, the SSElab storage, versioning and management services [HKR12] are essential for many projects.

Energy Management

In the past years, it became more and more evident that saving energy and reducing CO2 emissions is an important challenge. Thus, energy management in buildings as well as in neighbourhoods becomes equally important to efficiently use the generated energy. Within several research projects, we developed methodologies and solutions for integrating heterogeneous systems at different scales. During the design phase, the Energy Navigators Active Functional Specification (AFS) [FPPR12, KPR12] is used for technical specification of building services already. We adapted the well-known concept of statemachines to be able to describe different states of a facility and to validate it against the monitored values [FLP⁺11]. We show how our data model, the constraint rules and the evaluation approach to compare sensor data can be applied [KLPR12].

Cloud Computing & Enterprise Information Systems

The paradigm of Cloud Computing is arising out of a convergence of existing technologies for web-based application and service architectures with high complexity, criticality and new application domains. It promises to enable new business models, to lower the barrier for web-based innovations and to increase the efficiency and cost-effectiveness of web development [KRR14]. Application classes like Cyber-Physical Systems and their privacy [HHK⁺14, HHK⁺15b], Big Data, App and Service Ecosystems bring attention to aspects like responsiveness, privacy and open platforms. Regardless of the application domain, developers of such systems are in need for robust methods and efficient, easy-to-use languages and tools [KRS12]. We tackle these challenges by pursuing a model-based, generative approach [NPR13]. The core of this approach are different modeling languages that describe different aspects of a cloud-based system in a concise and technology-agnostic way. Software architecture and infrastructure models describe the system and its physical distribution on a large scale. We apply cloud technology for the services we develop, e.g., the SSELab [HKR12] and the Energy Navigator [FPPR12, KPR12] but also for our tool demonstrators and our own development platforms. New services, e.g., collecting data from temperature, cars etc. can now easily be developed.
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